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CHAPTEB I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper 1s to trace the development 
of the organ "prelude and fugue" in Germany from 1640 to 
1717. These dates set off the approximate period of t he most 
s i gnificant pr elude and fugue writing before Johann Sebastian 
Bach. The principal writers who l ed to the culmination of 
the organ prelude and fugue in the works of J . s . Bach were 
I 
rober er , Kerll, Pachelbel and Fischer in South Ger any , \ 
and Buxtehude , Bruhns and Bahm in the ,j. orth Ger man area . 
Through the analysis of works of these composers, I propose 
to show not only how preludes and fugues were written i n the 
17th century, but also that these organists passed on. cer·ta1n 
formal, structural and stylistic techniques of compos1t.1.on 
to Bach. 
The problem which th1s paper a ttempts to solve is 
this; What d1d Bach 1nhe r1t from his predecessors in t his 
genre, and what did he do w1th this heritage? Music histo-
rians differ as to who had the strongest influence on t he 
freely-invented organ works of Bach -- Buxtehude, Pachelbel, 
o r :Kerll. Actuall y , ho~1ever, none of the se three contributed 
a really outstanding new development to the prelu~e or fugue . 
Instead, the growth took pl a ce throughout the period with 
each writer following h1s own t a ste and developing nd p ss-
1ng· a long t he best features and techniques of writing which 
.. 
he received from his contemporaries and teachers. Thus , to 
~t1oipate the answer to the question tha t has been raised 
here, Bach drew not so much on individual composers a s on a 
developing type of composition, which he integrated and 
brought to its culmination. 
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To simplify somewhat the relationships among the com-
posers of organ preludes and fugues in the late 17th century, 
one mi ght bear in mind that Pachelbel and Buxtehude were the 
giants of the period. In addition to these two l eaders, 
t here were many good church organists and composers of organ 
music . Almost every organist wrote much of his O\\rn. music for 
the sacred service in addition to copying works of his pre-
decessors and contemporaries. Unfortunately, however, most 
of this music was lost, discarded, or destroyed when its 
composer no longer had use for it. Among these many organ 
composers, i'achelbel and Buxtehude -- one 1n South, the o'ther 
in North Germany -- stand out, both in the comments of other 
\O:riters and 1n the quantity of their composition .• 
There a re motivic resemblances and points of struc-
tural outline in which we can see simila r1 ties betlfseen 
Bach's compositions and Buxtehude's or Pachelbel's works, 
but 1n generalizing a bout influences, one should remember 
that many of these features were probably not unique or ori-
ginal with these particular 17th-century masters. At the 
same time we find various features which appear to be 
.. 
especially developed by other of the 17th century writers , 
a lthough they all left the fina l development to Bach . 
In Bach we find the closely-knit fugal expositions 
and theme transformations of Frober ger and Kerll , the , pedal~ 
tocca t a style of Pachalbel , the concise, closely-knit fugues 
and ca l m contrapuntal preludes of Pachelbel and Fischer, and 
the Italian virtuoso manual style of the Venetians and Buxte-
hude. From Buxtehude and his pupils, Bruhns and Bahm , Bach 
inherited his virtuoso pedal style and fugal episod s , inter-
ludes , strettos and codas . But in Bach these elements were 
all well organized and amalgamat ed . The new addition of 
freer harmonic possibil ities and t he f a ct of his creative 
gen ius in contrapuntal writing made it poss ible for Bach to 
bring to fruition all of the expe riments and d Jvelopmen.ts of 
his great 17th-century predecessors . These rela tionshi ps , 
1 t is hoped , 1t;ill be clarified in the course of thi s study . 
A de t ailed consideration of t hem , however, requires 
some care in the· use of a numbe r of t.iords that are often 
loosely employed. In this study, the word fgcm i s used as 
a generic term denoting an overall structure which is s1 m1lar 
for many pieces. Thus t he toccata , fantasia , ricercar, nd 
canzona a re differen t forms , each having its own unique 
s tructural characteristics. Style embodies any particul a r 
manner of writing found within a work . For example, Italian 
tocca t a style is gc;merally considered to denote f ast finger 
passages of idiomatic keyboard writing. The word, prelude, 
here refers to a freely-invented instrument _l p iece which 
either stands alone or precedes another work, instrumental 
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or vocal. The prelude may have a texture that is contrapun-
t a l, chordal, or in monophonic embellishments; i t may be in 
one unit or be sectional; and it may be a toccata or fant as i a 
(free form) or contai~ e lements of those forms. 
The word fygue is here used f .or a form composed of 
more than one exposition of mat erial by the several voices 
or parts in turn, together w1 t h or t~li thout some kind of 
1nterven1ng episode . Th1s met hod of using t he word is by no 
means universal in s tudie s of the mus1c of the per1od . The 
fugue of the 17th century was not as clearly outlined or we ll 
organized as the Ba ch fugues. Oldroyd, 1n The Spirit e.nd 
Technic Q( Fugue, insists that there is no s uch thing as 
fugue-form, but tha t the character of the fugue lies in its 
t exture . t .. llile there 1s some truth to t hi s assertion, the 
in terest of cla.r1 ty and consistency seem to be best served 
by employing the wor d for a form in which there 1s more than 
one exposition. A fughetta is a short pi e ce containing only 
some order of success ive entries of the subject. A. E .• F . 
Dickins on, in Bach • s Fugal Works 1 r e fers to Pachal bel's 
short, imitative pieces for the •agnificat as "postludes," 
but since that term has such a different and specific meaning 
to moot church organists today, the term "fughettas" seems · 
more a ppropriate for them. A Buxtehude fugue, accordingly, 
• 
. ay consist of several fughettas ttith t heir contra .... ting link-
ing passages and other ~~ter1al in addition . 
The 17th-century composers themselves did not always 
apply the t1 tle 11 Preludo and Fugue" to their works that must 
be included in this study. Farley Hutchins , for example, 
claims that in Buxtehude's works the "Prelude and ~u5-ue" 
label was definitely applied later by sorneone other than the 
composer. Others of the period did use those terms, however; 
and since the pieces under consideration were the direct 
antecedents of what we know as preludes and fugues, they will 
be so denominated in this study, for purposes of simplifica-
tion and cons1st0ncy. 
In addition to the wor ds often used a mbiguously in 
other discussions of this period, there are also a number of 
technical terms which appear throughout the ensuing det ailed 
discussion and which ~·Jill be here•'li th defined . 'l'he distin-
guishing characteristic of the 17th century organ toccata 
was that it contained a profusion of 16th and 32nd notes -
fast, showy , scale passages or rhythmic emb ... llishment of a 
vertical or horizontal pattern. In direct contrast to this 
kind of passage -v1ork is the cl;lord.al style. Here we have a 
simt",le succession of slow-moving harmonies , possibly 1nclul-
1Iig ; sus pens tons to tie them together in a sec.t1on of unified 
style. Examples of these types are included 1n the ensuing 
pages. 
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A freely-invepted organ work is one \vh1ch may have a 
fixed formal outline and inclu:te definite styles of wr1t1ng, 
but which 1 s not restricted by being tlr1 tten on a pr e-exis-
ting cantus firmus or chorale melody . 
A sub.1£ct 1s a principal melodic theme upon whi ch an 
i mita tive composition i s based. The an§wec is the transposi-
tion of the subject into the dominant tonality or into th 
domi nant ~rea of the key. A counter-subleqt is a segment of 
counter point which is found to a ccompany subject or answer 
several times in one fugal composition. It is usually in 
doubl e counterpoint, s ome times being above, and sometimes 
below the principal theme. An entrance is the appeara"lce 1n 
one voice of e ither subject or ans\'Jer . An QXnosition con-
s1sts of a complete series of entrances or subject and answer, 
usuall y appearing alternately, and may include statements of 
t he counter subject. In an exposition each voice of t he har-
mony sings an entran.ce a t least once . Stretto is t he appear-
ance of entrat;tce s in quick succession to give a dove-tailing 
effect . A.n epispde is a fugal passage whi ch me;y bo based on 
some t hemat1o segment or elem~t of writing from the exposi-
tion. It may be used as an ext ended bridge passage bQtween 
entr ances o¥ t he subject, as a sort of development section, 
for modulation or simply for reli e f from t he closel y- knit 
texture of fugal writing . Q.Q.9a, and coge;t<ta a r e ending or 
oadential passages using old or now melodic and r hythmic 
~~terial. The 17th-century German organ works frequently 
have a coda bull t on a pedal-po1n t, the holding of a peda..l 
note throughout several measures of active manual passage 
work. i: lthough most of these t echnical t er ms ar e common 
knowl edge , tho explana tion of their meaning here has been 
given i n the interest of completeness and convenience. 
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Also as a means of se tting the stage for a det a iled 
consider a tion of t he l ast half of the 17th century, the hi s -
tory of the prelude and fugue 'tefore Bach ill be outlined . 
briefly. First t he organ pr e lude will be traced , and t hen 
t'e fugue . To begin w1th the pr e lude, its hi stor y can be 
divided into three periods. In the first (c. 1450-1650) , 
preludes were individual short instrumental pi e ces , called 
r1cercari or t asta.r: ~ corde , for exampl e those in Pnumann's 
yndarnentum qrpnisw::11l and . t he Byxge1met Orgel'Quoh2.. 
"lmost any ind1 vidual pi e ce might be r e ferred to as a ''pr e-
lude" a t that time, especially 1f it preceded a voca l setting 
of the mass or a part of the liturgy. During the second 
period (c. 1650-1750), the prelude was often in a l arger work 
-- p rtita, suite of dances , or a "prelude and fugue ." In 
l The Fundamentwn organ1sandi of Paumann (c. 1410-73) 
wae a. collection of 24 of his organ pieces and works of 
other s which he collected to show t echniques of composition. 
2 . 
The Byxhetmer Or gel bucl} was a collection of organ 
mus ic made about 1740 which included Burgundi an chansons tran-
scribed onto t liO s t a ves for organ , thirty preludes , and thG 
Paumann works mentioned above. 
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t he third period (the 19th century) the prelude was si mply 
an independent piece in free form, usually with homophonic 
emphasis . Thus the eeneral course of dvvelopment of the pre-
lude was in tbe direction of greater independence. '.~tthin 
this course of development , however, there could always be 
surv1 vals from an. earller stage in a later period. Th~ · pre-
ludes of Pach~lbel, for example , are chronologically from 
the second of these 1~ riods, but most of them are not connect-
a • with fugues and are scarcely different from other 1nde-
endent organ pieces of ,: outh Ger many of that time. Thus 
they also bear a relat ionship in formal outline and individ- -
ool un1 ty to th ·· first period. By the same token ther e a re 
a lso many separate fut,ucs by Pachel bel. !t 1s concoivnblc 
that tha e separat e preludes and fugues were to be combined 
at the discretion of the performer, sine··" they ara too short 
to be of much use individually. Similarly, Buxtehude wrote 
some separ a t e :prelude s called to«sat~e or can;qn@t1(at;~ , and 
some separate fugues (; lthough the existing editions give most 
cf Euxtehu e ' s pieces 1n the combined fl prelude and fugue" 
form. The first idiomatic steps toward the organ prelude 
and fugue were the ricercari and canzoni for organ which 
appeared in the middle of the 16th eentury. Both were 
derived from vocal forms of the period, tbe ricercar from the 
· imitative motets of Joaquin , and. the canzona from vocal cha..vt-
sons of Fr anco-Flemish composers, Jannequin, Crecquillon , a nd 
_) 
9 
Clemens non Papa . The earliest organ ricercari and canzoni 
are foun:i in Girolomo Cavazzoni's volume call ed !ntayola.tut;fil 
~ recercari. Q§iiD~on3-, h1nn3,, maa;nif1cat1 of 1542. 
As to the ricercar, there were two kinds -- imitative 
and non-imitative. The earliest organ pieces called rice r-
carl were of the non-imitative type, and were found in Na rc-
Antonio d.a Bologna's fi1 ~ercari, motet1, canzoni of 1523. 
They a re in alternating scale and chordal passages as in the 
toccata, and apparently were used for preludes to motets. 
The ,canzona also gave to the prelud.e variety of t ex-
tures -- free alternation of imita tive dialogue with homopho-
nio styles. 
By the mi ddle of the 17th century, some individual 
pi eces were named "prelude," 'toccata," or "fantas i a . '1 The 
prelude was qui te various; imitative or non-imitative, orga-
nized in one or more sections with differing mat erials, and 
either fast or slow. Almost any pi ece of twenty-five to 
fifty measures in length might be called a prelude. The toc-
cata, on the other hand, had certain features 1.d1omatic to 
t-.he keyboard, usually contrasting sections of oscilla ting 
rhythmi c patter ns o:r of running 16th-notes and slower contra-
puntal s tyle. The fantasia, like t he pr elude , seems to have 
had no restrictions as to form. 
To pass on now to the development of the fugue leading 
up to Bach, it should be understood that th e fugue develop-ed 
' 
10 
progressively from the first usage of imitation, the princi-
pl es of which were established by composers of t he lemish 
school of t he late 15th .century.. Around 1.540 the principa l 
fugal form for the organ was the r1oercar, which had short 
expos1 tions, u.sually on a different subject. The subject and 
answers entered in close succession in dove .. ta1ling fashion. 
As time progressed , the number _of themes wa s reduced, each 
being used for a more substantial number of statements of the 
subject. There was also early in exi stence a shorter, mono-
t hematic ricercar of which the s tyle 1s evident in slow 
fugues of Bach and his 17th century predecessors. 
The imi tat1 ve organ r1cercar of the 17th century had 
fewer themes, and they were organized sectionally inqtead of 
in the continuous dove-tailing of entrance s of t he earlier 
period. These sections frequently ended 1n coloratur a toc-
cata-style runs, which we f 1nd aga1n quite extensively used 
1n Buxtehude, Pachelbel, and even occasionally 1n Bach. For 
exampl e , the popular Bach Tgccata and Fugue in D Unor has 
its fugue ending with such a section of flourishes of fast 
scal e passages on the organ manual. 
As wit h th e pr elude , the canzona also was a. forerunner 
of the fugue, especially in South Germany . It \'~as the pre-
decessor of fugues which have fl exible, more 1nd1v1dual sub-
jects. The canzona also gave the fugue 1 ts clar1 ty ttnd 
bal ance of form, rhythmic drive, and in many cases the 
11 
principle of building a fugal subject on a motive of repeated-
notes. 
In the first half of the 17th century, Frescobald1 
established the var1a t1on canzona, wh1ch consis ted of several 
fugal sections on transformations of one melodic theme or 
subject i.ntersr..ersed w1th free trans1 t1on1ll passages. This 
gener al outline seems to lead us t o the fugues of Buxtehude, 
which consist of alternating sections of 1m1tat1on w1th 
bridge passages. The Buxtehude fugues, however, are not all 
on the same subject. e can find this same alternation of 
varieties of texture in toccatas and preludes of Pachelbel, 
Buxtehude, and others; so these pieces may also trace their 
lineage in form, at least, to the canzona. 
In the following two examples of keyboard canzonas 
from 17th century writers, three elements which the oanzona 
gave to l at er fugues t-sill be noted; a) a 11veli1'less of motion, 
b) entries of the theme spaced at l east two measures apart , 
and c) subjects starting with the repeated note mot1 ve. 
_, 
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Example 1: Oanzona per L 'ep1stola; early 17th century, 
possibly by Ercole Pasquini ( b . c . 1580)3 
n ......... 
'" \ ·- ' 
~ .... 
- •t \ \ \ ~· \-- II 
-
. ...... .,11.: _..... ... '• \ 
. 
' 
"""" ' 
Exampl e 2: coo,ona by J. K. Kerll 4 
I ,"") 
... \. J. .. 'Tn J.±;.J. J \ ~ # 1· ~~~~~ 
' 
\ ' \ T 
• i) ' \ \ 1 ' \ \ \ 
~\ 
\ \ \ 
3From ?e.rr1 eh .:'~ Ohl, r-.astezy1e ces ..2f. 1US1 c before !Zj,Q, 
(New York: W. ~·'. Norton nd Company, I nc., 1951), p. 98 . 
4From A. G. Hitter , Zur Gesch1chte ~ Orgelspi els , Vol.II , 
(Le1pz1g: i'~ax Hesse's Verl ag , 1884), pp. 153-154. 
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In addition to the varia tion canzona, Frescobald1 
wrote 1n anothe r important form, the fantasia of five sections . 
each 1n a diffe ren t meter, thus making ftve different styles 
of wr1ttng in the sa me pi ece. By Bach's time , accordingly , 
considerable development had already t aken place in the fugal 
forms of the rtcerca r • ca.."lzona, and f ant""s1a. 
Through whom d1d Bach beco.ma aware of these poss1b111-
t 1es? ~1Je know that ~ach studied the Fiori MuslcaJJ.. (163.5) 
of Fr e scobald1 t whose influence was also f elt by l:i'roborge r, 
Kerll, Muffat and t he Vienna keyboa rd masters , Ebner, Pogl1-
ett1 , ilichter· and Reuter . Most of the historians who have 
written on the subject, 1nclud1n.r: r::uch outstanding men as 
Forkel, Frotscher, r-md Oldroyd, agree tha t Frescobaldi 's 
i mportance to the fugal forres was tremendous. Oldroyd cites 
a '*fuguett by Fr e scobaldi as containing the following f ormal 
characterist1cs:.5 ) a complete exposition and counter-
e xposition, b) Episode I 1n triple counterpoint, c) one entry 
of t he theme in the sub- dominant mi nor key , d) Episode II 
parallel to Episode I in the material and t reatment ttshowing 
an interchanged ve rsion of the triple counterpo1n.t" and e) 
a final section using both there and answer and con.cluding 
with a tonic pedalpo1nt. 
5oeorge Oldroyd , .'!h§. Tecbn1gue .wlSi. Sp1r1t .Qf. F'ugue, 
(London: Oxford Univer s i ty Pr e ss. 1949 ), p. 20. 
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Others feel, hoti'ever, that the more direct influence 
from the early .er1od was from Frescobaldi's pupil Froberger, 
I 
or from Fux' s Grndus ,a9. ParnFAssum, ~'1h1ch se t forth rules for 
counterpoint wr1t1ng 1n the species and the skeletal essentials 
of the fugue • 
.Actu3.1ly, these fugal forms l.'are the result of many 
1nd1 vidual contri but1ons, .and. no one or ttso composers can be 
credited 1-11th the establishment of Bach's models. Rather, 
they are a collaborative a ch1avement . Frotscher6 points out 
tha t there was a def1n1 te difference in the path of development 
of organ a rt be tween North and South German or"an1sts. The 
South Ger man organ players a..""l<i com_ osers wer e directly 
1nn uenced by Frescobald1. H1s art also rad1ate1 toward . the 
North, but 1t manifested itself more 1n the South. On the 
whole, South German composers wrote unified, clearly planned 
forms in a more simple style, while North German writers en-
joyed making r a ther fantastic monumental forms, ad.orn1ng 
them with flourishes and embellishments. 
I t was Kerll who put the canzona 1nto a three-part 
development , the model for the South German fugue. Th1s 
oanzona form is analyzed on page 24 . The 11turgioal appli -
cation of this form 1s seen in the short fugues of Kerll's 
l~agnificat cycle . These fugues were to be substituted for sung 
6aotthold Frotscher, Ge§chigl]te des Orgelspiele und 
~ Oreelkompo§1j;1onen, Vol . I, (Berlin : - Soh6neberg; Max 
Hesses Verlag, 193.5), p . 1~70 . 
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ve rses of t he Magnificat , alternating organ music wit h vocal 
rendit ion , verse by ve r se . 
N. • Strungk {l6l~0-1700) lso wrote well-formed 
short f~sue~ , calling them "capriccios." 
~he fugue was given its own desi gnation by Samuel 
Schei dt in t he Ta.bul a t tu.:-a nov of 1621.} . The various compos-
ers Nere con t antly xperimentin) . To be suro , as far as 
form 1s concerned , Pachelbol and Buxtehude probabl y had the 
s trongest dire ct influence on :Sa.ch , but t hi .s sta tement 1s 
true i n the senGe t hat they were culm~nat1on points of South-
Centr al and North German organ writing of their pe riods . 
The na.lyses <~h1ch follo show how these two composers tried 
all . of t he el ements of t he fugu·3 1n var ious wa~·s , but never 
br ought them all together 1n t he consistent and thorough way 
1n whi ch ~ach ::l i d , cla rifying t he fo r mal s tructure as it 
would be most effective 1n a unified , whol e compositiona l 
form . 
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CHAPTER II 
llAtYSES OF PRE- BJI CH ,..PRELUDES 11 AND ''FUGUES" 
In the slow process of gr adual change from Frescobaldi 
to Bach, the distinguishing fea tures of the Prelude and Fugue 
as we know them appear here and there among 17th century 
wor ks and composers. The ensuing pages contain analyses of 
some works r epresenting the four South German and three 
North German composers who were most important in the devel-
opment of the Prelude and Fugue before J. s . Bach. 
Only items which seemed to be of s i gnificance a re men-
tioned or diagrammed . Generally, the f irst analysis of a 
work of any one composer is put down in more detail in an 
effort to show his way of composing and use of t echnique s. 
i,'e a r e more concerned with formal outline than with harmony. 
Therefore, chordal progression is a secondary considera tion 
except \'llhere it has a special bearing on modulation or 
formal structure. 
I wish to note that although keys and modes were not 
clearly established 1n the early 17th century, I am using 
••major" or 11 m1nor" tonality designations, A number 1s also 
given stating the l ength 1n measure s of certa in compositions 
to d istinguish c~tween va rious pieces by one composer which 
a r e in the same tonality. 
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A. \ OllKS OF SOUTH GERrlAN COMPOSERS 
Joh{lnn Jakob Froberger 
Frober ger' s birth is given as 1605 by Schmidl and 1616 
by Eiemann; both agree th t he d.ied 1n 1667 ~ He was a pu pil 
of t he Roman organdlst, t• rescobald1, and was court organist in 
Vienna . His music shows that he knew Ital i an , French and 
~nglish keyboa r d techni ques as well as those of Germany and 
Austria . His music man i f-es ts th e Frescobaldi technique of 
freely a dding or t aking away contrapuntal parts and filling 
in chords a t will. J oham1 Joachim Quantz (1697-177J) consider-
ed him to have been one of the most t a steful writers of key-
board music of his day. 7 Sp1tta wrote that F' roberger stood 
about ha lf-wa y between the Northern and Southern masters, and 
tha t his tocca t as were an influence on the North German fugues 
of three sections. Spitta also writes t hat Bach received F'ro-
ber ger's influence only through North Ger man composers. while 
Ambrose t ells us that his art was transmitted to the North by 
his Danish pupil, Casper F'~rster. I b elieve that the influence 
was fel t directly. Bach himself copied work s of Fro berger, and 
there 1s no reason to belie ve that s trong influence did not 
come from t ha t study. 
Froberge r ' s extan t works, most of wh1 ch . >~ere wr1 tten 
before 16SO, include 25 tocca tas. 8 fantasias, 6 canzoni, 18 
capr1:tc1, l .f. r1cercar1, ~nd JO suites for organ or other 
., 
I Pav1 d a nd .. endel, The ~~'h Baader. (New York: ~~~ . vJ . 
Norton and Company, 194.5 , P: . · 
ke yboard instruments. 
I t is interesting to note tha t during h1s lifetime, 
F'robor ger ch anged from Pro testant to :n oman Catholic faith. 
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Toccat0 .m A L lgor. 8 This piece begins and ends on a 
single chord which is held for an entire measure. This tech-
nique a ppears t o h ave bE)en traditi onal for the tocca t a of this 
period . The piece contains a considerable amount of modulation 
an d chroma ticism. The introductory 16 mea sur·es modulate from 
a to d through e , 0 , d, and c. Then there is a fugal section 
with entrances in a, d and g, 1n this order: (The first two 
entrances form''a short canon at the ,5th.) 
S: sub 
A: 
. T : 
B: 
ans 
sub 
ans sub 
ans 
ana sub 
ans 
1'here is then a section of chords in half-notes for 10 measures 
.tn which the entrances are inverted almost every second time. 
This section is in 6/4 meter and is follo·wed by a fantasy 
section in three differen t techniques of writing , the third 
ha ving successive. imitat1ve entries. The toccata ends in a 
12-measure section of evenly flowing 16th-notes. 
ThQ following e xcerpt$ show the diverse e lements of 
composition used in this piece. Each segment below is the 
beginning of a section in that style: 
8From Karl Straube, ~ Le4ster ~ OrgeJ.,spieJ,s, Vol. I, 
(Leipzig: C. F . Peters Corporat1o~, pp . 90-93. 
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Exampl e J : Frober ger Toccata 
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· It 1s 1nterest1ng to note the resembl ance between the 
e m1nor chroma.t1o motive of example {d) on the preceding page 
and the following fugue -subjects of Paohel bel and Bach. 
Example 4 
~ .. c~t\'b .. \ 
- . • ~ ..... ~+ I, L :t!- • ,i zr =v '' , r r c 1\ rr ,r,,z---
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_, 
TQccat~ 1n D ~1nor. 9 mhi s piece a aln be ins and ends 
on the t r adi t1c::1 ·1 chor d of whole - notes . The fire t section 
of 1 t is ! n free styl e 1r11th scal e passag~s of 16th and )2nd 
notes Rltcrna t 1nt: bet ween the voices .. ,,, s in the previous 
t:•ork , the £econ ~ection is contr epu.Ylt al and im1tat1v ~"' , and 
is follove d by very chr orotic section this time in 12/8 
meter . The toccata ends in 4 measure s of du pl e met . r free-
s t.,le writing . 
Capr1cc1q. 10 The Capriccio has nome outstanding and 
interesti::1g features . 11 the subjects a re in D major nd the 
answers in 0 ma jor exco t the final one , L-1h1ch 1s 1n D modulat-
ing to • The entire t-Jork 1s VCrJ' l ong for this par _od , 152 
measures , bu.t oonsists of a S9ries of f ughettas on one theme, 
the subject being tra~sformed or varied each ti c . The first 
is in 4/4 meter , the secon~ i n 3/2, then a jig fughe tta in 
12/8, anothe r 4/4 startine out in str etto or triple canon 
st lc . The final fugue , beginning wi t h moasura 118 starts a 
subject and countersubject simul taneously . Bach used t his 
technique in his double fut,.-ue followi ng the C minor passacaglia. 
The subject· i s in .. gmantation. 
The method of theme tr~nsformati')n is v ... ry intere'"ting , 
especially since it was used l a ter by Buxt ehude and Bruhns 1n 
9!,' rom A. G • • itter , ~ GepQh1ch1(e de§ Oreelsp1els, 
Vol. !I , (Lelpz:ig : r.ax Hesses Vc:r•lag , 1881l- ), pp. 22 5-227. 
10!'rom . traube , op. Sl!.·, pp . 9t~-101. 
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t heir multipl e fugues and a l s o by Ba ch ·ithin his fugal worlts 
and his part1tas. Her e are the theme and transformations of 
11 Froberger's Capriccio. 
Example .5: Ca.pr1co1q by Fro berger · 
l~t~c. M. \ ) 
~e C U tHE l"ttHfiHH\'.· GH \' *' 
\ 
\ \ 
Con~USions apout Fr®ers;er• tl writing 1n t;ho free•x 
1nxent§'d qrga.n wor:ks. One can surmise certain things about 
Ii'roberger' s wr1 t1ng from these pieces. Harmonically he uses 
acc1dentals which shift the tonality or mode freely to nearby 
keys. The works a r e sectional , alternating imitative and non-
1m1tat1ve styles. Transient modula tions are used, but restrict-
d. to ton1c-dorn1nant or ma jor-minor r elationships. The tocca ta 
beg1ns and ends w1th a measure of one sustained chord. It 
1s of t H"'e sections on differer t themes like th" early 
1ce rca • 
He sometimes uses e. subject in augmentation. ·re-
quently the subject is in double counterpoint ~1th a 
countersubject . This is found in r•rob roer 1 s Rlcerc~r in 5!. 
...:ilich 'r:as not analyzed hero and in tho Cayz:iccio. 
:!.'he ricercar seems to havo had the strongest for~al 
influence on Frebargor 1 s \<Jerk. - t 1s gen rally in t 1u-eo 
a1n sect ions a s a r c F'roberger's toccata s. It may have 
t he me transformation with changes of ~eter as 1n 'roberger's 
Capri cQl.Q and his [ 3,.gex:gar .1n . .2.· 
He also uses close entries i n canon and SE)gments of 
stretto. Chromaticism is found 1n both his harmo~c and 
melodic writing . 
Johann Kasper Kerll (1627-1693) 
.:erll was known in his time as an outstandin composer 
of masses , opera and other vocal compositions, but he also 
mado a significant contribution 1n developing well-organized, 
closely-knit fugues.. He used the toccata pedalpo1nt tech-
nique found later 1n the music of Pachelbel, Buxtehude and 
Sel:Ja.st1an Bach, who copied and studied h1s \'Jerks. :'erll 
was a student of G. Valentini, 1i'resco'baldi and Car1ss1ro.1 
who influer.1ced him 1n opera wr1 t1ng. 
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\ hen t!10 young Bach t'aG 11'..r1ng \.11th his brother 1n 
Ohrr ruff , he educ~ted himself by copying by moonlight a col-
lect1on of music ttJhich lm.o forbidden him by h1s · brother . 
12 
c:::.ome of those pieces were by Kerll , and undoubtedly made a 
d~f1n1te impre ssion on the young composer . 
I<crll \'las Hofktn;g;llmei§ter in ~.unich, chief orgnn1ot 
a fter Froberger a.t St ~ t:;tephen' s Church in Vienna and lo.ter 
served again i n r::unich . 
Kerll is a. forerunner of Bach in the technique of fre -
quently 1ntroduc1ntj discords and resolving them in a unique 
marmer . He produced a volume of organ preludes , interludes 
and 10stludes in 1686 titled J:lQ.duJ.a.ttqn ors;;an1ca suner f:agn1-
f1cat ~ tgn1e. 
Ctanzona 1Jl C )1§1 lgr.13 This canzona consists of ?0 
measur es written for organ without pedal , mostly in 3 voices. 
In tr d1tional f orm 1t is 1m1tat1ve with the first sect ion 
1:J,E, 1ng r pea ted , a.l thou ..,.h unlike its predecessor , the vocal 
chanson, the last eot1on 1s not repeated . Here is the f1rst 
subject , answer, and accompanying counterpoint . 
12Th0 music which Bach supposedly copied included the 
Pi or! mus1s;al1 of Frescobsld1 and works of i•' roberger, Kerll, 
.- ·achel bGl , an::l oth ers. 
13 Straube, Alte t,e1s t er dag Orgo:t,sp1el§, op . c1t. 
pp . 111-113 . 
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Example 6: Canzona. by Kerll 
l . 
Analysis proves that four parts a re implied, but usually only 
three are sound.1ng at once. Imi tat1on of four themes is 
profuse and almost cons tant. There are modulations to G 
major and to major which are both cancelled in the follow-
ing measures. A countersubject 1s used frequently accompany-
ing the first theme. 
Example 7 
_, a') \ 
- .~ II 
- ........ 
'l'he second subject seems to have been. der1 ved from the rising 
scale passage of three notes which 1s near the end of the 
first subject, and it has its own counterpoint via the counter-
subject which 1s 1n double counterpoint. 
Example 8 
n 
• 
_, 
\ l 
The m1d-sect1on with its theme (the second subject) and counter-
theme mi ght be considered an epi sode , for tho returning final 
entrances of the or1g1nal theme appear again 1n ll measures. 
The last 28 measures contain all four themes in various un-
ceasing combinations. Sometimes t r~y are all used together 
(as in Ex. 8) 1n pairs of doubl e counterpoint a t the 5th 
and unison. Th~ combination of subject 1 and countersubject 
1 is a transposition of an earlier arrangement , while subject 
2 and countersubject 2 appear as the inversion of their 
first appearance in double counterpoint at the octave . 
Example 9 
_jl _l (\ 
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' The structura of th -- oanzona is diagrammed here: 
i 
S: sub cs sub cs2 sub2 cs2 
A: ans 
T: sub cpt ans cs ans2 cs2 ans2 
n : ans cs cs aub2 cs2 
S : sub2 sub cs2 cs an$, cs2 
I : cod etta cs sub OS cs2 sub T : cs cs B: cs2 sub sub2 sub sub2 sub2 
S : cs2 sub csl-~---~-~~-~~~~~ 
sub2 cs2 sub2 
T: cs2 os cs2 
B: cs sub subl------.---... --
Jghann Kasper Ferd~nflnd Fi schet ( ?-1746) 
Kapellmeister to the Mar graf Ludwig of Bavaria , 
Fischer was r epre entati ve of m.r.tny chu~ch composers of his 
ti e . His birth date is unknown. Ri emann suggests th t 1t 
may ha ve bean 1693; but 1 t was 11kely earlier , _s ince he 1s 
credited by c. s . Torry as having boon the first German com-
poser t o use Ol"'Mmonts in the Fr ench style in 1696. This 
• ould m an that he w~s indeed prodigious at the age of J! 
Other historia."ls, including Apel i n Na§ terg; .Q.( ~ Keybqar d 
and Schr.a1dl sugee s t that h0 wa s born a round 16.50 . This 
would make him a cor1tempor" ry of Fachel"ool rather tha.."l of 
Bach , and is probably closest to the truth , sLYlce h1s 
pieces are i n th e South German style of Pachelbel. 
As pr eviously montioned , he wrote a cycle of preludes 
and fugues for organ in m-~ jor and minor keys as well as a 
series of the s~~e in the church modes. 
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I;telude ,awl Fugue :lli2.a. 1. 1n Q r~a1or . This \<~Ork is typi-
cal of the little preludes and. fugues which make up the 
Ariadne mus1ca. One m10 ht even guess t hat they ere minia-
ture , naive models for the \!forks of Bach, fo r in the ir clea r, 
r irect style r-tnd simpl icity, they seem to be close r to ach ' s 
early preludes and fugues than anything from the other compo-
sers of the period. 
The work opens with a short prelude of 8 measures, 
mostly on tonic and dominant pedal-points . The style is imi-
t at1ve and contrapuntal, but uncomplica ted by any of the 
fanc i ful toccat or pr a lude mot.tves. The 12-measure fugue 
ha s the fir st t wo entra nce s i n groups of t\'JO , starting in a 
canon a t t ne 5th a t t he distance of a half-measure. he Jrd 
an 4th entries a re 1n canon a t the 4th . There is a two- rneas-
ure segment in the dominant following a simple modulation to 
that key . The fugue outline is here: 
S : 
A: sub 
T : ana 
B: 
ans 
sub 
sub 
ans 
ans 
sub 
ans 
sub ans 
The fugues of thi.s collection a r e too short to contain ep1-
s odas o~ codas , but . orne of t he close canonic entries a r J 
very much i n the ve i n of stretto . fi'any of the pr elud.;... s fol-
l ow the South Oer man tradition of us ing a pedal- point at or 
near the end . 
It 1s also 1nterest1ng to note that t here 1s no s ign 
of isuni ty or tocca t a -vi rtuoso techniques as we would find 
~ .. 
247- Johann Kaspar Ferdinand Fischer (c.I66o-c.1738) 
·Prelude and Fugue 
l'raelu.d i llm. 
.. 
For Organ or Harpsichord 
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The Fischer preludes a.nd fugues r emi nd one very much 
of the Eight SlJort Pre.ugeg WlS, Fuguq§ a ttributed to J. s . 
Ba ch. rot1cc the stylistic resemblance between the Prelud§ 
and · 'ugue 1n 9. by Fischer and the § to iUQt Prelyd§! ml!l. Fwrue 
of Bach. 
~xample 11 
-
\ , v~ 
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Johann Pachelb~l (1653-1706) 
\ 
I \ 
-
\ ' n \ , 
\ \ 
\ 
Born in f<!urember g , Pachelbel held posts a s organ1s.t 
1n Eisenach, Bach' s birthplace , Gotha, Erfurt, and finally 
returned to work until the end of his career a t St. Seeoold's 
Church 1n Nuremberg. In the works of this South German com-
poser traditions of South and Central Germany and I taly were 
• 
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transrn1 tte on to J . s . B9.ch . H€) was a pupil of Kerll, ho 
r a s sed on to him elemonts of the genius of Fr escobald1 and 
Frober ger . He was the teacher of J ohann Chri s t oph Bach, 
·~ebastian ' s brother a t \'!ho se home t he master spent s ome of 
his formative years , and he was Godfather to one of Bach 's 
sisters . 
Spitta writes th&t Pachelbel' e superiority over his 
South and North Ger man contemporari es i s exhi bited i n his 
t reat ment of the toccat a . Bather th n rite ·orks including 
d~.verse styl es, most of his toccatas , preludes and fugues 
are in one compositional technique t hroughout. Even ~chel­
bel's fant as ias l a ck the secttona l 1vers 1t y which mi ght be 
exp .... cted . 
Pachelbel's restricted use of the pedal as an active 
voice is sometimes a ttri outed to his limited pedal resources. 
This treat ment 1n the music and t he di sposition of the qouth 
German organ of Pachelbel 1 s time indica te to the organist 
t hat h1s pedal r egistration for the se works of Pa.chelbel 
should be limited to supporting rather than solo sto .s . Any 
r-e istra tion other than a supporting sound 1n the pedal \' ould 
be out of pl e.ce where there are long pedal pointe . The pedal 
parts have little of rnel od1c or rhythmi c interest Nh1ch would 
call f or a r egl etrat1on ool anc1ng tho br1111ant sounds of the 
manua l voices. The dispositions of the organs at St . Sebald's 
Church 1n .~uremberg where Pachel bel pl ayed are ,. i ven 1n 
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Appendix C of this paper. 
14 1. Prelude in D Minor. This little 13-mea sure work 
i s of contrapuntal writing , but not i mita tive . I t sta rts and 
fin i s he s on the single susta ined chord found 1n the :Frobergcr 
tocca t a . Note t ha. t t here is no pedal point . Consistent \' 1 th 
t he traditiona l lack of the l as t fl at 1n any flat~key signa-
t u r e , the r e is n o sie_rnature a t a ll, s lnce t he p i e ce is i n d 
n.!.n or. I t ends on a D major chord to conclude the authentic 
cacl. · nco w1 t h t he t 1ercc £A :Pica r d i e . ('us pensions a r e a rt-
f ull y used , an~· the r e a r e t t~o s i ngl e - m- a sur o t r ansient modu-
l a tions , t o the rel a t ive ma jor of th e mi nor domi nant and t hen 
t o the s ubdomi nant of t ho principal tonality. The pi ce i s 
f o r organ without peda l, .although there is a s i ngl e l o note 
( D ) i n the 1 s t measure which m.e.y have . been i n tended for 
pe dal. There i s one trill, but other wise it 1s devoid of 
ornaments. The voices, t hou rb 1n chords at times, a re con-
trapuntal, the motion be ing usually in one voice a t a time. 
2 . Prelude in E-O at Ma.lo;r. 18 measures comprise 
this piece, \'Jhich again starts an d finishes \'lith a chord which 
is he ld for one mea ure. The four i ndependent voices a r e 
contrapun t a lly treat ed t\Tith the melody pri marily on top am 
a part of it is found i mita t e d and. used in inversion. The 
14The number introducing each piece by Pache1bel 1s 
its numbe~ Denkm!ler deutscher TQnkunst (1 892•1931). This 
pre lude appears in 1 ts entire ty on the p re ceding _-page. 
JS 
signature lacks one fla t necessary for th e E-flat tonality 
s ignature . From the third measure on, the music procee s to 
modulate to the dominant, arriving there in measure 8 and then 
to its rela tive minor, arriving there 1n measure 14, then on 
back to the or1t,1nal key . One has the feeling tha t the en-
tire prelude 1s an exercise in modulation, each modulation 
bei ng clel aye " along t he way by suspensions cmd o:r:rmmonta.l 
re solutions. 
3. Prelude in C t· e.lor. This prelude is basf}d on a 
sho1•t f!loti ve which includes a trill and. is found im1 tated 
thrBe times . Although t he harmony change s i n such a manner 
t hat ~ie feel that the music is mod.ula ting, the re is a ctually 
only one modulation final enough to be counted as such, and 
that is to the dominant in measure 4. The motion alternates 
bet~ 'een 16th-note scale passages and calmer 8th-note an(l 
quart er- note movement. There are suspensions and ha r-monic 
a lternations in the direction of the shifting harmonies. The 
mo tion does not stop until the final measure, which contains 
one chord held throughout the measure. 
4 . Prelyde i n 0 Minor. This work is fairly represent-
a tive of the Pa.chelbol styl e . It starts with the single 
susta1nud chord, but 16th note motion is introduced in t he 
second measure . There are 1.5 measures in all. The top voice 
is active, having 16th and )2nd notes. Onl y the last note in 
the bass part seems to have been intended for t he pedal. 
- rans1ent modulations eac1 to the dom1na.n t in the r.nidc 1 e of 
the piece end then back again to the tonic. The s i gna t ure 1s _ 
traditional ln hov!n ::. only one flat , but the -;:o flat nece ssary 
to tbe tonality 1s addea as an accidental . A melodic figure 
1n the tenor of measure 5 i s imitate~ t hree t imes , including 
ad'" ed 32n -notes in all three of the imi tat1ons . The final 
chor d i s in G major show1ne; a somewh~ t ambi guous tona l ity . 
5. Prelude .l.n I Ma lor. This ~ major prelude ha- its 
full stg11ature of throe sharps, as both achelbel a_ Buxte-
hude give the full s i gnature in sharp keys . It ls 13 measures 
long , and has a short melodic fi6-uro in measur e 6 Vlhich is 
1m1tate 1n the follotoJ1ng measure . This 1s the only 1mita-
tion , however . The first ~nd. last measures con t ain singl e 
chords of 5 voices, and a fifth voice also appears for a 
moment in measure 7. Otherwise, the piece is for L~ voices, 
a.nd 1s contrapuntally conce1vod. It 1s in • major except for 
measures 5 nd 6, which are in E ma jor due to a modulation 
via the ~06-chord of the new key which is found in measure 
4 . A harmonic analys is may show something of Pachel bel's 
simple and clear-cut lay of \'Jrit1ng these preludes: 
6sus 6 A: I/ I/ I/ IV to IV 
(A:> I/ Iv06 IE/ V/V/I/. 
Pass ing notes and suspensions give temporar y tension fre-
quently, but the overall harmonic outline as above roma 1ns 
unaltered by these. 
• J? 
6. Prelyde in A minor. This is an interesting little 
9•measure prelude 1n which the to.p melodic 11ne moves in two 
long curves. Both C major and A minor modes are used inter-
changeably: Measures l-J 1n a, measure 4 ' in C., measure 5 in 
a , measure 6-7 in c , measures 8-9 1n A concluding the prelude. 
This shows the use of a previously established prect1ce for 
t he major and minor modes were not ye t cl early defined or 
used consistently as we know them. Thero is a profusion of 
suspensions throughout which keeps the musical ·line . moving . 
Example 12 : Prelude by Pachel bel 
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7. Toccata in C Ma 3ot. It 1s difficult to tell any 
difference between a prelude and a toccata by Pachelbel since 
both st rt and end 1n hel d chords and may have a lot of 16th-
note motion 1n between. Either may have ped.alpo1nt passages . 
In this work the stre tch of the lOth between the tenor and 
bass parts of the 8th measur e would seem to indicate t hat 
pedal was to be used . Other f act which bear this out are 
t hat the bass is onl y in long notes, none higher th n small 
c, and at the end of the piece there 1s a pedal note on low 
CC to punctuate the close . Suspensions ar ... much fewer than 
i n the preceding short prelude, but the 16th.-note runs keep 
the ~otion going, Scale passages in the parts i n measur es 
10·12 lead us through the dominant and sub-dominant keys, but 
hardly long or clearly enough to be considered modulations. 
Again in measures 15-17, F sha rps appear to be taking us to 
G major , but it never rea lly comes about • and we s oon find 
t hat 11 e have scarcely wavered from the . C major t:a. th. 
8 T t 1 D. ~1 • OCC!i! S}D I 1 nor • In observing these works, one 
finds a consistency of n;.e t or ani style throughout each pre-
lude ~zh1ch is not to be found 1n Buxtehude 's preludes or 
toccatas. 'Iha Pachel'bel preludes and toccatas a re all in 
4/ 4· meter, as i s thl s pre sent pi e ce • and none have a change 
of meter or rhythmic unit w1th1n the composition. Here 
is a 22-measure toccata which has a Buxtehude character1st1c, 
however, for lt begins and ends with a pedalpo1nt, the 
first be1n~ 4 measures long , and the l ast almost as ext enc1ve . 
ds First and last mea sures are i n hc:Jld ohor ·:., ' 
J9 
the second measure having the soprano move off into toccata 
seal s of the right hand . In spite of the pedal-point, this 
piece probably had no notes intended for organ pedals, for 
one find the bass disappearing \ihen the left hand has a ca-
denza as it would be difficult for the hand to play both. 
Example lJ 
, n....:. .li 
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' ~ If pedal \'Jere expected, t he bass note could · easily be held 
without spoiling the harmony and would have been written 
that way. There 1s no imitation, although the four voices 
take turns in making flourishes of 16th and )2nd-notes. 
9. TgCQ§lta in D ~,a1gr . There are places which would 
indicate a modulation to a-minor between measures 12 and 16 
in this toccata, but there is really no definite sign of a 
key .other than D major. The style 1s tha t of constant 16th 
or )2nd-note motion 1n one voice at a time until measure 14, 
where there is a temporary pause for two chords of -notes, 
and a measure of less active 8th-note rhythm ln meRsure 16. 
The a lternat ion of moti on be tween the voices 1s seen here . 
Example 14 
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Thi s work i s t ypical 1n all respects , e ven t o begi nni ng and. 
ond1ng on a su s t a i ned chord , the final one having a pedal note 
on t he end . f'~~ . 
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10 . Fant g§ii& 1n E-(lft t J:1tqor. Hor e is a longer p i e ce 
of 35 measures which has s ome f ree writing r e semblin g that 
of Buxt ehude . The key s i gnat ure l acks t he third f l a t appro-
pr iate t o t he key. There 1s a ?-measure pedal-point 1n the 
begi nni ng , and even other s 1n the course of the pi e ce , each 
one be ing longer than one measure . The F.antas1 a. does not be.-
g 1n and end with whole -note chords as the previous tocca t a s 
and preludes d l d . The Duxt ehude hocket-type rhythm is found 
i n measures 22-23 and 1n 30- :U wher e t he top t hree voice s 
a lter:nate motion : 
\~ J'1. ~/ 
The re is a definite modula tion to the sub-medi ant tonality 
in measures 13-15 ancl to the mediant minor in mea sures 16-18, 
then t o the leading tone minor in measures 19-20 , to the sub-
dominant ma j or ( me a sure 29 ) and back to the original key . 
Ea ch of the modula tions · settles clearly in the new .k oy before 
going on. The modula tions a re a ccomplished b y altering s emi-
I 
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common chords in the course of the s cal e passage s. 
11. F;antas1a ,,n 0 !.inor. This JO- mea uro pi ece 1s in 
les~ of a t occa t a style than the previous one , but 1t con-
t a ins f our podal-po1nts of more than one moasur in l ength. 
The har monies above them are s imple or chromatically a lte red 
chord 1n root position and second inve r s ions . The pedal-
points a r e about the only similarity, however, for the out-
s ide of t}).is, the contrapuntal liJri ting , mostl y moving 8th-
not es , yields little but suspens i ons a.."ld the same t ype of 
1llu .. ory modul at ions as the other 1e ces have . There 1s a 
little t echni c of using a .16th-note f1gur~;:: i n one voice and 
t hen immediate ly 1n anoth er, which is found eleven ti:nes : 
.rr~ J. J J~ ~ 
r· c; r· ·. 
usually used as an ornamental resolution of a suspension. It 1s 
Although chromatic .alterations of note s are numerous, the sus-
pensions keep changing the direction of the harmonic progres-
sion, and there 1s no sign of a new tonal'ity of any signifi-
cant l ength. 
12~ Toccata in C Malor (44m). This piece has become 
popula r as a performance piece on the organ recently. Be-
cause of the long pedal-points, we can conjecture that Pachel-
bel used the pedals here though he apparently never used them 
1n the virtuoso manner of Buxtehude . The piece is stylisti-
cally simple -- running 16th-notes over pedal-points: 14 
measures on the tonic in C major, 14 measures in the dom1r.ant, 
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and 16 m£asur os in the t~n1c again . 'l'he modul ations to the 
dominant a.')').d ba.ck '"' ga i n are very clea.r- cut . The beginning 
motive of 16th-notes i s used over and over again t hr oughout 
t e pi ec , sometimes a lone , somot1mes in 3rds or· 6t hs . i'or 
rhythmic r e lief , the al tarnation f i gure '} ~ l~ \.!r -, 
. -.- .... t \ I \ 
is f ound in measures 25-28 and measures 38-I.J.l • There are no 
ornaments except at the end, where there are t wo measures of 
doubl e trills followed by the trad1 tional measure of a \>Jhole-
note chord . 
1 :3 . To ce t n in ·C·:l1q 3Qt (38m). This tocca t a is aga1n · 
ove r long pedal points which restrict key-wandering. The 
first 16 measures are on (1n) c. Then comes a bridge of one 
measure , and 12 measures in the dominant, a 2-measure bridge, 
6 mea ures in the dominant and the final whole -note chord in 
· the tonic . In measure 11 t he 16th-note mot ion changes from 
quadrupl et s to triplets over 8th-notes 1n the t enor . This 
produces a ve r y elabora t e and somewhat monotonous effect 
musica lly, out is of certain stylistic interest. 
14 . Toccat§. 1n C ~& 3or ( 2JmL This pi e ce has pedal-
points, but not 1n the extent of the pre ceding ones . The 
manua.l scal es and flourishes are a l most a ll in )2n~l-notes . 
The only tonalities found a r e C and G. I n measure 11 a figure 
of t wo bea ts is begun which is 1m1tated seven t i mes , but then 
fo r gotten. Another short motive is used ~ight times in moas-
ur ~ 2 0 . 
Example 16 
15. Toccata in C Ninot (Jlm). There 1s a new innova-
tion for Pachelbel here wh.1ch makes this piece start out more 
11ke a prelude than a toccata, if some small distinction can 
be made. There is a canon at the octave between soprano and 
tenor at the distance of a half-measure; then the soprano 
forms a canon with the tenor at the same interval and dis-
s tance for one measure, TT 
s 
, the two voices gradually 
lifting up to a h1gh point in measure 4 where the 32nd-notes 
begin. In measure 9 a favorite rachelbel rhythmic device 1s 
found ln a passage of 4 measures here and again for 5 measures 
l a ter: 
fflfffl 
\ r r r L------~----._----~ 
There are s1gn1f1cant modulations to the dominant minor and 
dominant major 1n the middle of the piece , than returning to 
C minor for the conclusion. 
16. 'gocc~tl\ in D ma,ngr ( 44m) . Here is another pedal-
point toccata, the keys of modulation being governed by the 
pedal. I t is constructed on lJ measures of tonic, 11 measures 
of dominant, 8 measures of the secondary dominant, and ll 
measures of dominant (V of d). The .motion is in 8th-notes, 
beginning as a canon at the 3rd at the distance of one 
44 
measure. The patt ern of curves of the f irst measure is used 
frequently. The piece is in three voices. :r t is an excep-
tion to the usual style of pedal tocca t a. , however, for this 
pi e ce ha s no measures tha t are not written on a pedalpo1nt . 
The harmony stays . 1n root position and second inver sion chords 
ove r the pedal plus passing notes and chords on weak beats 
such as the following: 
Example 17 
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17. Tocoa't(a 1p E IUnor (25m>. This is another of the 
popular ~achel bel works. There i s a pedal- point on E in the 
beginning and another at the end , but they are not overly 
extensive. The work is very changeable harmonically , and 
when the composer finds a fascinating melodic pattern in 
measure lll- , he proceeds to use it eighteen times through the 
following procession of tonalities ; B minor, E minor, A minor, 
D minor, C major, (on 0 , then on C) G major, D major (on A), 
B minor, E minor , A minor, E minor (on S), E major, and 4 
times on E minor leading to the con clusion of t he piece . 
'I'he minor series progress 1n 4ths, while the ma jor series 
progresses i n .5ths. This progression amounts to only about 
one chord per tona lity , and. the ent tre passage could easily 
be analyzed as altered chords and se condary dominants of the 
45 
original E minor key. 
18. To9cata 1n f ·t·Ja 3or ( 44m). Diverse styl es and 
changes of key , meter , and rhythm exhibit themselves i n this 
toccata to the extent that it might almost be confused Nith 
t he writing of Buxtehude in either prelude or toccata. form. 
!t begins with toccata manual-runs over a 9-measure pedal -
point on F . When the pedal ceases, manual scales lead us 
into a G major chord modulating to the dominant. In measure 
12, 12/8 meter begins for a section in C ma jor. Here is a 
merry rhythm to be used over and over again ( ~ • • • • ) 
with a second rhythm ( J. "fJ l j ~ J. ) used for contrast 
and echo effects. It ends with 16 measures on an F pedal 
using both tunes in the manuals . Both the meter change and 
the echo effects are noteworthy, since they have not appeared 
in any previous toccatas of Pachell::Jel. 'I'he harmonic progres-
sion is of no consequence, however, for there is little re-
sembling modulation. and although the tocca ta figures a rc 
mostly broken chords ; they are limited by the pedal-points. 
This piece is absolutr<Jly unique among the Pacbe l bel 11 orks, 
however, because of the two differing sections in form. The 
experiment was not triAd by him again, although 1t is very 
interesting , ancl from our viewpoint, successful. The tech-
n i que exhibits monotonous repetition of a melodic mot ive . In 
its style and monotonous treatment 1t reminds one of French 
music such as L~ Clqghes by Ni()Olas L·e Begue (16:30-1702). 
h6 
1.9 ~ Toccata in F ~a joe ( 51m). There 1s a sect ion in 
th1 s ·lor}· in v1h1. ch tho manuals above '?!. C . odalpoint are 1n 
the prtnc1pa1 key of :r' u s ing dominant function fmd. harmony 
for 13 measures, but chang41.ng to tonic function and harmony 
in C m~j.or a t two intervals 1n the m1d Et o f t. This and the 
echo t e chnic of r epeat ng one-measur-e fugur~ on another 
manual . re the note.:orthy elements of this "'a rticular toccata. • 
20 . Toccata 1n 0 H1nQt (39m). 'This work ts snother 
cne on long p£ldal po1nts . The first 18 measures aro on .the 
tonic with t he second section being 20 measures on a dominant 
pedal and concluding on a 0 - major chord . 'l'he alto 1n the 
seccn measure forms a canon at the octave ~11th the sopr ano , 
and by the third measure we f1nd the soprano 1m1tat1ne tho 
alto in exactly the same technic as used fo.r the beg inning . 
The oria inal figuration of quadruplets (16th-notes) continues 
throughout the tonic section and nine measures of the domi nant 
section. Then it change s to simple broken chords divided 
between the t~Jo hands. This technique continues until the 
<:m:i of the piece. He.re we can note significantly a.ga.1n 
that there re two di f ferent fi gu res used for the pr1nc1pa.l 
sections of the toccata . 
21. Toccata . ~ 1nqr. (29mL This :Pi ece opens and 
closes on a. tonic p dalpoint on G \ll'ith n dominant pedal point 
in the rn1udle from measures 15-24. The harmonic :progres-
sion 1s as follows: g to D to c t o B-fla.t to C to g . 
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Again these are all transient modulations and do not g overn 
sections of any leng th. The only imitation to be found io 
in the second half of the piece where one entry i mitates 
another for onl y 2 beats (measure 1'7). 
22 . Togcata i!}. G gt1nor (28m). A canon at th e octave 
open s this p i ece , but it l a sts only one measure, and the r e is 
no other imitative en try. Again, the p~dal-point is used 
extens1 vely, .... ut the pedal point changes, and there 1s, con-
sequently, some relief 1n the harmonic monotony. The final 
.5 measures are in what I formerly referred to as the =''hocket 
style" and give tho impression .of a little codetta finishing 
the toccata. 
23. Tocc~ta i.n G m1nor {29m). Except for the melodic 
fi gurations, this toccata i.s almost 1dentieal in form to the 
preceding one -- e ven to the e xtent of having a short hocket-
coda near t he end. It opens with a canon at the octa ve which 
l a sts for only one measure. The three parts remain fairly 
independent except for 3 measures of par .allel 6ths. The har-
mony d oes not go far uf1.eld, and remains almost entirely in 
0 minor or plays on its dominant chord over a D pedal. Pachel-
bel turns the pattern of 16th notes in various wa.ys, using 
each pattern twice or 1n the sequence of a descending scale. 
The following examples illustrate the opening canon and tho 
keyboard "hocket" tech.'l'lique a t the end . 
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24~ Prelude in D Minor (95m). This is a freer work 
than the toccatas of Paohelbel, although it has many of their 
characterlst1cs. Certainly, the mam.tal fi gurations ancl flow-
ing 16th-notes are s1m11$r, and the long pedal- points are also 
present. .A ne~.; element is found at the onset of the work, 
where there is a 4-mca.sure pedal cadenza moving to the first 
podal-point and t he measure of canon at the octave which 
officially opens the first section. After 14 measures in 
the tonic, there is almost an exact repetition of the opening 
8 measures transposed to the key of the dominant minor. 
easure 32 contains a succession of 32nd-note scales. The 
ensuing 13 measures comprise a section of modulation, each 
measure conta ining a cascade of broken chords: d:V/ r6; IV/ 
C: I/ IV/ v6; d: v6; I/ v6 of V I v. This 1s followed by a 
3-mea.sure modulat 1on to the sub-d.om1nant and a sequential pa t-
tern of F leading to another sequential pattern of V-I going 
through g, F, B-flnt , a, d, C, F, B-flat, d, to A. There is 
t hen an interesting pattern of alternating chords which also 
modul ate : D: V/t...T/V/ I d :V/ 
G:V/V/V/V/I/1/I/I/I/ 
(d:) V/V/V/V/I/V. · Now a pedal-point follows on A leading 1n 
continuously flowing 8th-notes to the final cadence. This 
last section of 16 measures might be consid.ered a coda. 
Since this prelude has such a d1 verse, sectional toc-
cata-like form and is not a.ccompanied by a fugue, it stands 
alone as one of the unique and longer free forms of Pachelbel. 
25. Prelude and Fugue ~n E m1not (44m). In the ex-
t ant organ works of Pachelbel there is only one prelude accom ... 
panied by a fugue and one toccata with a fugue. I think 1t 
is reasonable to assume , however, that the separate preludes 
or toccatas and the fugues could be combined at the discre-
tion of the pe rformer. This would seem more natural than to 
play some of those works separately, since many are so short 
that they would be almost worthless for performance except 
for an intonation to give pitch for a larger choral work. 
Some of them indeed have a resemblance to the intonazione 
of Gabr1el1 1n their brevity and the simple use of 16th note 
scales. Since Pachelbel was 1n the midst of the South German 
tradition, he may have known that influence. 
The prelude of the present work 1s only 1 1~ measures 
long, and seems simply to serve as an introduct ion to the 
fugue. I t has a free form and only achieves interest through 
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the imi tation in measure 6 of t he right-hand Glotivc from the 
irst measure of the piece . 11odul ator·y chords are found in 
the mi ddle of the work, but only lead one another back to 
: ii inor. 
The fugue is .::o measures l ong , and of four voices. 
Tt s trongly resembles a Buxtehude fughetta in that the 
voices ent er in SATB order for the f~rst time, and there-
after at random. Tho outl1na looks like this: 
S: sub 
A : ans 
T : sub 
B: ans 
codetta nns codetta ans cod. ans 
sub 
sub 
ans 
'fwo essential d ifferences bet ween this fugue and those of 
Suxtehude a re f ound . Pachel'bel writes one short unit (simi-
lar to those of Fischer) where Buxtehude wr1 tes seve ral 
fughetta s with intermediat e sections linking them toge ther. 
Ther e 1s no countersubject here , but one must observe that 
·the answer is in the key nf tho dominant ::·ather than just 
playing a dominant role 1n the tonic key of the fugue. 
26. Toccata and Fygue i n B-flat I-1a lor ( 4l'-m), There 
is no apparent reason for naming this work "toccata" anrl the 
first movement of the previous one "prelude," for they are 
1dent1cal 1n form and style. Farley Hutchins claims that 
Buxtehude did not ent1 tle his pieces uprelud.e " and "fugue" 
but that these names were attached l a ter by a copyist or 
editor. Perhaps th1s was also the case for the Pachel"bbl 
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wor ks . However, t:ho ·terms "prelude" ancl "fugue" wer-o used 
bef ore the time of Pachel bel and 1 t ·ay be tha t he tool{ 
these title s for g r ant ed .· I think , t oo , thS~. t he considered 
tttooca.ta 11 an d "nreluden to be synonymous. .,oth works begi n 
and .end with pedal-points. Both have manu~1l nouri s hes of 
1 6th and )2nd-note s . 1!:1 ther may be sectional in having l engths 
of d 1 verse styles. 
'11his toccata is l h measures long , and has a modulation 
to the d ominant major in the seventh and e i ghth measures . It 
is t .. ~pical in the manner in which the d ifferent voices alter-
nate sin .. ,1ng their recitatives. I n measures 9-11 it 1s in 
dialogue style. Since the work so typifies Pachelbel and is 
the first combined form of our analyses , it is given in its 
entirety on the next pages . 
The fugue is a unit of 30 measure s a ll tn one style 
with no contrasting inte rludes. It is in B-fl a t with the 
following orde r of en tries: 
3 : ans 
sub 
T : ano 
sub 
ana sub 
ana 
ans 
ans ans 
cod. sub 
sub 
The answer th1s t1me is not in the key of the dominant, but 
there 1s a modulation to that lcey at the end of the answer . 
There 1s another motiul a t1on to F llk'ljor in me a sures 16-19, 
21, 24, 25, and 28 of the fugue , but the key quickly returns 
to 8- f l a. t aga1n. 
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27 . .t u.;rue ln c. (21m). This 11 ttle fu~ue 1s in C 
major · ~th sections in the dominro1t . !t is very unique, how-
ev~r, for there is a modul a tion to the domi nant key i n the 
last three measures. It concludes 1n o. Her e are t he first 
and l ast measures: 
Example 20 
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Measures 1-8 are in c, 9-10 1n o, 11-lJ 1n C, 1 4-15 1n G, 16-
19 in C, and i t ends in G with a clear-cut ca dence. The 
entrance s do not modulate , but r emain in the key of the par-
ticular section .in which they appear. 
S : sub os sub 
i\ : ans os sub 
T: sub cs 
episode 
B: ans sub sub. 
The piece is well put together, for it not only has a counter ... 
subject , but the oountersubject is used for ep1sodal material , 
and the subje ct appears one final time 1n the p~dal after the 
epis~ie has been played . 
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Since the short 1ndi vidual fugues of Pachel bel are 
very similar 1n forxn, I shall not put down on paper an analy-
sis of each one. · It can be generali~ed that modulations in 
. them do not go far afield, that they contain orderly exposi-
tions of the subje9ts, and have rud1me.ntary countersubject 
material which is used 1n short episodal p~ssages. The two-
voice fugues 1n C-major are more like 2-part inventions than 
fugues, for the subject is answered by itself at the octave 
and is then stated in the dominant and echoed by itself at 
the octave. 
Pachelbel, like Bach and Buxtehude, is fond of fugue 
subjects which begin with repeated notes. Here are examples 
from his little fugues. 
Example 21 
Here are some more typical Pachel bel subjects in which he 
used repeated notes, which are referred to by some as the 
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"laughing" subject: 
Example 22 
( C'f \!tsiL\ \Of! "~ t J 
$c rJH l_fl'3t8JP S!n 13tz ff!J J 1/ 
\ 
43. FyE,Ne in G I'<1 ingr ( 49m.). It may be of interest 
to analyze at least one of the longer Pachel bel fugues to 
see whether any development took place between that and the 
shorter type of exercise-fugue we have been examining. In 
some of them such as the Fugue in C No. 33, one finds codet-
tas extended a.nd developed into episodes of s1x or sev.en 
measures. 
.5? 
There 1s no indication as to whether this particular 
fugue was wr1 ttem to be played with pedals or without, but 
the work 1s certainly in f1ne organ style, and 1t is artisti-
cally written. Pedals may easily be consldered optional 
according to the l.·Jishe-s and a hil i ties of the player br the 
11mitat1ons.: of the organ to be used). It begins in G minor, 
and af ter all entrances havo been made, there .1s a mod ulation 
to D minor and then back again to g. There is a temporary 
modulation again to d 1n measure J9, but the harmony returns 
immediately to G minor, where it remains to the end. There 
is no countersubject. Entrances appear in the following or-
der: 
S: ana sub ana 
A: sub codetta ans 
T : ans sub ans sub 
B : sub ans sub ans 
Pachelbel wrote some 94 short fugues to be performed 
alternately with verses of the f•:agnificat in the church ser-
vice. One is illustrated herein on page 59. They average 
about JO measures long, and are in the e ight church modes. 
2J o:ii the first mode, 10 Magnificat secundi .tsm1,, 11 tertii 
~. 12 gu1nti-!.Ql:U., 10 §tus;ti-!.2.W.., 13 octav1-.t.Qn1. They 
ure all in the same style-- no str1k1ng modulations, subjects 
and answers entering in almost mechan1tal order, short codas 
at the end, and codettAs in between. Most of them do not 
have countersubJects. They a re very similar to the fugu e s 
of J. K. F . Fischer in form, even t o hAving the pedal wait 
until just before the end for its pronouncement of subj0ct 
or answer . Should the reader wish to see some of these 
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fugues \'ih1ch do ha vo countersubjects, I \\'OUld refer him to 
Denkmqler cler 'I'onkunst in Oste;:reich.15 There is one t>lhioh 
i s i n jig-fugue style giving the f irst f our no t es of Bach's 
jig- fugue . Since 1t i s among the Magnificat f ugues, this 
·1ould seem to R.ns~<Jer the question as t o whether fugues 1n 
gigue rhythm and meter were performed in the liturgical service. 
One consists of three fughettas, the first and last 
being on the same motive ,. und th~ middle one on .a diffe r ent 
.subject. 
There i one more observation to be made about Pachel-
bcl' s fugues , for this occurs also in other works of the 
period. A subject may begin with. a half -note for its f1rst 
entr.nnce and ha ve tha t note value substituted bj~ a rest and 
quarter-note, or s ome times th e first note t'Jill be quarter-
note and subsequent answers may be started with an eighth-
note preceded e ither by an eighth-r est or the f inal note of 
the bridge passage leading to the entre.nce. Actually; th1s 
is r ather unusual f or Pache lbel 1 but was used mor e frequently 
by his p redecessors. 
l.5Hugo Botst1 ber and Max Se1 ffert ( ed . ) , Johann Pachel-
bel, .2.!± CompQs1 t1onen , Zume1§t Fu; gn ~ 1!U. I1flgn1ficat (Jahr. 
VIII, Teil 2, Denkmaler det Tonkun§t ln. ~sterrq.).ch, Vienna : 
Artar1a and Company , 1901), p. 18, No.1?, p. 20, No. 19, p. 26, 
No. l, p. 28, No. 3. 
~ 
This is a typical fugue from t ae 94 f1agn1f1cat pieces. 
2 5 I. Johann Pachelbel 
Magnificat Fuga For Organ 
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Th1s wor k is t ypi cal ot: the 1nd1v1dua l short prel udes of Pachel bel 
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Cqnclus1.ons about Pachelbel ' s wrt ting in the freelY-
invented organ works . Nost of Pachal bel 's preludes are in 
one ~ec.ti.on and style which may or may not be contrapuntal . 
I f it 1s not contrapuntal, the style may be of broken chords 
or i n long lines of parall e l thirds and sixt hs . Many of the 
proludea , toccata s , and fantasias have extended pedal - points 
of seve r al measures or more . Freely flowing 16th or 32nd 
note p ssages a r e common, sometimes appearing ln recitative 
or di a logue style . One of Pachelbel' s individual techniques 
is t o use a rhythmic melodic pattern many times in succession 
in different keys as a s quence or echo effect • 
.A bout ~ of his modula tions are tonic-sub-domi nant re-
l a tion shi ps , while the ma jority ar e tonic-dominant. Occa-
sionall y , there 1s a modulat ion to the r elative major or 
minor to VI , VII, or I II. The toccatas almost a ll a re in 
blocks of tonic-dominant-tonic harmonies . 
Major and minor modes are f a irly well del inea ted, but 
occasionally they a r e used 1n terchangeably. Compos1 t1ons in 
the minor mode almost a l Yays end w1t h the tieroe . ..9& . . Picardie, 
the raised third in. the tonic chord. 
All of the preludes , t occa t as , and fantasias begi n in 
4/ 4 meter , but one of them changes to 12/ 8 for a contrasting 
section. In l ength they range from 13 to .51 measures . An 
exceptional one 1s 9.5 measures long. 
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tthen wri ting in a flat key , l?achel bel omits the l a st 
f la t from t he key signature , a pract ice whi ch was traditional 
to the t i me. 
The fugues are unit s of concise imitative writing with 
litt l e varia tion or ep1sodal ma t eri a l contained within them. 
Sectional fugues with meter-changes in the style of Buxtehude 
a r e rare . CountersubJects are sometimes used , but more 
often not. todulat1ons ar e to nearby keys. 
B. 'ORKS OF NORTH GERi'd\N COMPOSERS 
Dietrich Buxtehude (1637-1707) 
Buxtehude was the celebrated organist and composer at 
the .a rienkirche in L6be ck whom Bach visited in 1704 during 
his ext ended leave from Arnstadt. This early North German 
artist was a stylistic follower a-nd. the son-in.-law of Franz 
Tunder, his pr edecessor as organist at that church. Although 
we a re primarily concerned with the prelude and fugue, 1t 
should be mentioned tha t Buxtehude made outstanding contri-
butions 1n other keyboa rd forms and the church cantata. 
Buxtehude wrote a substantia l amount of harpsichord 
mus ic which Nattheson considered to be his best music. This 
mus ic 1s 1n the fo r m of the conventional Ba roque su1 te, but 
the harpsichord 1s al so used by h1m 1n conjunction with the 
fugue . ! t seems log ical that the prelude and fugue have a 
certain 1ntr1n. 1c rel a tionship with both sacred and secula r 
keyboard music. Buxtehude had a need for non-liturgical 
organ music, for 1t was t-he cust,om in his d, y for business 
men of Lftbeck to pass the time of day before t~1ng to the 
ctock Exchange by enjoying a recital by their organist. The 
virtuoso and improvisatory style of h1.s preludes and fuP,;Ues 
\1ould ha.ve been an interesting way with which to entertain 
16 h i s ft'1ends and pa trons ., t least neither the technical 
design nor the f ormal outline of the preludes seems to bear 
any rela ti.onship to the other principal organ form of the 
period , the chorale-nreJ.ude. The fugue had a texture and 
form at that t!tl:l .=: which could be used. for voices, organ . or 
instrumental ensembles, and probably was equally respectable 
in or out of church. 
In .~uxtehude 1 s era the two main styles of keyboard 
music were the ! tal ian and the l?r ench . The Italian style, 
which seems to have ~nfluenced Buxtehude 's organ wr1t1ng as 
well as his harpsichord works, embodied use of major and 
minor modes and. Baroque concerto and sonata principles. The 
French style was involved with a progr ammatic 1dea and with 
overtureJ dance su1te, ani keyboard d'lting , \•Jhich in itself 
developed a long s imilar lines to that of the South Germans. 
l6Hermann Keller, Buxtetpade Orv:el~rk ; · Vol. :r , (Leipzig: 
c. ~~ . Peters· Corpo~ation , 1938 , Preface. 
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The Fr ench stylE) in general, connotating secular ent ertain-
ment,. was Mrdly an appropriate basis for Nr1t1ng church 
preludes and fugues for the organ . Howe ver, a dance-form 
section and sometimes even a jig-fugue rna~ be found in these 
works. 
The distinction between the s tyles and forms of organ 
music and those of harpsichord music ca me about in Buxtehude's 
lifetime. One of t he determining factors was undoubtedly 
church use, for one could hardly use a chorale .. tune embedded 
ln a lively dance style in church. 
Three secular elements which are most noticeable 1n 
North German fugues are: a) strong rhythmic .sections ~hich 
\'Je can compare in rhythmic dr1 ve to certain Baroque dance 
forms -- boure'e, Polonaise, courante ; b) sectional form wh1ch 
is not divided into actual movements but includes definite 
change s of style, rhythmic design and motion; and c) virtuoso 
toccata techniques. Fugal wr1 t1ng 1 s found in abundance ~·1 th 
many imitations of melodic and rhythmic motives . hi s ~ras 
common to the era in either sacred or secular music . 
Walter Busz1n thinks Buxtehude's absolute organ music 
is superior to his organ comJ)051t1ons based on chorales. He 
believes t hat Bach copied only these froely-1nvented p1eces.17 
l7il:alter E. Buszin, Dietrich !~uxtehuge jl6'3?-1Z07) On 
Th~ Tercentenary of Hl.~ B1z:tn,, Musical Q.uarterly, October, 
1957 • Vol • . >:.ti!, No. , p . 465. 
6.5 
Euxtehude•s fugues are generally in three fughetta 
units in the . tra11t1on of the North Ger man composers o f the 
l a te 17th century . In on case, t he f1ngl section of t he 
fugue is a cha conne . In other examples the 11 fugue 11 is di vided 
into seve r al chorda l sectional divisions of fughetta.s separated 
by br1dge passages , interludes or rec1tat1ves . Eoca use of 
the sectional construction of the preludes and fugues, 1t is 
sometimes debatable where some of the preludes end and. the 
-fugues begin, for an im1 t a.t1 ve section may appear to be o1 ther 
a beghm1ng or an ending between the two forms. 
Some musicologists think the f ugues are too fragmentary, 
but 1t should be ob e rved t hat unity 1s maintained through 
theme transformation, and s ometimes the motive for the 
fughettas 1s t a ken from the prelude. This tpchn1que of 
using theme transformations was used by Frescoba l d1, and has 
'\ 
been observed 1n this paper at lea st once in each of the 
South Ge rman compose rs. Buxtehude could have gotten 1t from 
any of his predecessors, including Franz Tunder. 
Schwe1 tzer considered Bux.tehude to hnve been tho g reat-
est organist bet~1eet1 Scheidt and Bach. Shilling calls him 
"one of the g reatest fu&rue .. players o.f a ll times and peopl e ." 
18Gustav Schilling (ed.), Encyclopg\die der Gesammten 
usikal1scnen WiesensclJat:ger, Vol. 2, (Stuttgart: ranz 
K6hler Verlag , 18J.5) , p . · t~ . 
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<Je find Buxtehude ' s mai n char acteri s ti cs to be soction-
:al forra and varied s tyle , virtuoso manua l ps.ssa ~ s similar 
to those of Oabri oli a~d 1erulo . and f ast pedal ol os . The 
preludes and toccatl.ls r~r ly come a lone as ln Pachel bel, and 
a ra ~lmost ~1 .ays ft)llowed by t~~o or more fugues . Frequc:n tly 
the l ast fu ;.betta of . work enc1 1n an extendo. free sect on 
1n contrapunta1 or toe ca t . Rtyl e . Cod~s, t r ettoo , au. -gi o 
ridge .t S"'R.gen , contrasting inter uc1es , inve rsions of sub-
ject s , t:1.nd primary andnoconda:ry countersub ject s are all 
f und i n t e creati vo orks of Buxt ehud • but none appear 
consis t ently tn qve r y pi€)ce . 
""'bore 11.re d1scr epanc1e a in th e tra.nscript1onr: of t he 
t cblatur es of Buxtehude into modern notat ion . For example , 
Tournemiro o.nd Keller d i sagree on the r hythm of t he oponing 
measur e of th o Buxt·ohude E ta jor Prelude . F'inn Vider¢', t he 
D~nish organist and musicologist, gives corrections of their 
editions ln numerous pl a ces throughout the Buxtehude ·orks. 
H1s corrections sup~.-osedly were from new t ranscriptions o f 
manu . cript s a t Yale. 
Because of tha1r stylistic treatment. I bel i e ve that 
all of the orks o. ttri buted to Buxtehude by Tournemire , ~:el­
le:r , Sp1tta and Seiffert aro authentic , but 1t 1. 1nte r e st1ng 
to not e d1f'ferol'lces in wor ks of the t1 c omplet e" ed1 t1ons by 
those men . Tournem1re g1vep 1 pr elude , fugue and chaconne , 
13 prel ude and fu gues , 1 passacaglia , 2 chaconnes , 4 tocca t as 
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(with fughettas), l canzonetta, and 3 fugues. Keller, pub-
lishing t wenty-three yea rs later differs in giving only 10 
of the preludes and fugues and only one separate fugue. 
In 1903 Seiffert made the corrected edition of Spitta 's 
transcription of all of the existing organ works of Buxtehude. 
This apparently was the ed.1tion from which Tournem1re ob-
tained his copy, for the two a re identical i n every note and 
even in the pag i nation of the music. 
In 1939 Seiffert added a supplementary volume to his 
previous one. This ed1t1on gives newly discovered works, 
including .5 preludes and f'\lgues, a separate fugue, a toccata, 
a canzona, 2 chorale-preludes and a Magnificat. I t a lso 
gives correct versions of the Preludes and Fugues in g minor, 
e minor, D major, the two harpsi chord Toccatas 1n a, and the 
d m1 nor can zona. 
1. Prelude, Fugue fAng C}]a conne in C Ma lor. This work 
consisting of three sections, is 103 measures long . The pre-
lude has 35 measures and divides itself 1nto three parts. 
The fi rst 6i measures are entirely pedal cadenza punctuated 
with r esounding but short chords on the manuals of the organ, 
and modulat ing f rom C major to the domina nt, su.b-med1ant , 
ton1c, dominant, and back again to C. 
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E;~Cample 24 
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Then follow two sets of flourishes -- scales plue punctuating 
chords -- to finish the f anfar e section. Th1s section is 
strictly linear and chordal with no horizontal contrapuntal 
t exture . ! t ends with a Phrygian cadence. The second 
section {measures 12-22) is an imitative sequence 1n which 
the alto follows the soprano at the 5th below and at a half-
measure •s· distance. The tenor joins a t the octave l t meas-
ures a fter the a.l to anters. 
Example 2.5 
II ~ \ ·~ -6 \ ~ \~ \~ ' II ~ . • - . ..-.L - -· 
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As t }1e tenor enters, th·e other ·two voices join and cont1nue 
in parallel thirds until measure 19, and then move to a C 
major cadence. The third section of the prelude starts 1n 
A minor, modulates to E minor 1n measure 30, and then goes 
back again to C major by the end of the piece. It continues 
1n a fast mot1on in one voice at a time or in parallel thirds 
in two voices, the other parts coming 1n for harmonic emphasis. 
The fughetta answer is tonal, modulating from C to 0 
in 1ts soprano beginning. After all four voices are 1n, 
there is a bridge .of l i measures, and tho voices then make 
further successive entries; a bridge and four more entries 
follow. The entries cbange order three times, and after the 
subject and answer have sung sixteen times {SATS , ATBS , TASB , 
TASB) we find ourselves in C major with two measures of 
flourish-scale pa..ssages going to a cadence . The fugue is on 
a typical Buxtehude motive. 
E.xample 26 
He then uses a seven-measure bridge to change the motion, and 
set the way for the chaconne. 
The chaconne (measures 75-99) uses an ostinato 1n the 
bass f1Ve t1mes, then one time in the tenor, returning aga1n 
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t o the bass for nothar two times. The piece ends ln a five-
measure coda using scale flourishes end parallel sixths 1n 
t~e manuals o~ a motive from tho first fugal bridge. The 
prelude, .fugue and chaconne are inseparable as parts of the 
one overall composition, but are each d1st1nct in outline 
and mood . No other 1m1tat1onal devices are used. The fol.-
lowing example shows the ostinato and general cha racter or · 
the chaoonne: 
Example 27 
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A feeling of un1 ty 1s obtained by the composer's use of the 
pedal motive of measure 2 in the fughetta subject and the 
chaconne ost1nato: 
Example 28 
2. Preluqg; and. FMSue 1n D Malgr. The more one 
oxam1nes Bu.xtehude•s organ works, the more styl1st1c re-
semblances he sees to Bach • s works. Here aga1n 1s a work 
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w lth passages, ideas, and me lod1 o mot1 ve s wh1 ch may have 
inspired parts· of Bach's Q Major Pt,elycl§ ~ Fugue, the one 
work which seems to have 1nher1 ted the most f .rom Buxtehude's 
preludes and fugues. 
The 20-measuro prelude of this work has these charao-
ter1st1cs found 1n Bach's w~1t1ng: a) the basic triumphant-
sounding pattern is an arpegg1ated chord and 1s used several 
times and on several different harmonic pattems :· 
Example 29 
·-..:::::::a 
-
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b) a slow oscillating figure parenthesized by rests at either 
end used as an answering motive after the subject: 
Example JO 
t\~&;weiehv.At: \) !'-1.,j•" P"cb.ilc 
c) part of the latter motive imitated in the pedal, echo 
fashion, and used 1n the manuals 1n s1ngle-11nes, Jrds, and 
lOthe ( Bach D Ma jor Fugue); d) the fugue subject 1s inter-
rupted by rests (Bach D Major Fugue again): 
Example '31 
ILC.. . 
ltfv~t H ll!UH l d'ICHP 21i"ltfti ~h 
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Note too, that th1s Bach fugue subject also has the repeated 
note figure and the oscillating sixteenths common to Buxtehude. 
• 
rJ 
lnfluontlo.l • "or 1 ts ro cat -d note~ f 1t,"Ure p ears as the 
r hy thmic dr1 v1ng lement :tn 3ach' s chorale-prelude on ",..hese 
s.ro ile holy 10 ccmmandr. ents" _as ~;.;ell a s in hi s E major and 
G ma jor fugues . The entr:1.nces ar.~peo.r 1n t c; follow11:1g ord · r: 
S : ana cs sub cs 
A: sub cs ana ca 
T: ans cs sub 
!3 : sub cs 
S : ans ana cs sub 
!·. : sub ans 
T : cs 
B: s ub 
cs cs sub cs 
ans 
sub -cs 
cs a.ns cs 
ans OS sub 
It seems that aach work has 1 ts unique feature . Th1 s 
one 1o di fferent tn havins ortiy one fugue , that fugue being 
in D major 1.--:1th a short modulat1on to F-sharp mi nor for a 
subj ·ct and a.ns\.:;er ~n ~ then to A rna.._or for t wo statcmentQ of 
the subject b ..... fore r e turning to the tonic key . :t i s interest-
ing to :note that t -he roots of the koys of modulation outline 
the original tontc chc-rd . The fuc;uc ia fol lo-..J,..d by an 8- meas-
ure adagio 1n lo."lg notes f orming a transition to a frc.e 
fantas y or toccata of two 1nto rchang1ng patterns , cne of 
third s in eighth- notes , the other .of 'W 1nd.1ng l 6t .. . One cannot 
cull this a cmlcluding e.1sode or development since none of 
the figure s a pear to havo any relation to the preceding pre-
lud e or fugue, However . it is a fast , f i nal and sho~·:y 
s ction of 41 measures end ing on a 7-measure pedalpo1nt a s 
Buxtehud.e likes to do, and has double pedals at. this point 
for a fullor ~upport under the fast ma.nual runs. 
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J. Prel;ydq and Fugue in D M1por•. The form of th1s 
composition is that of a 19-meaeure prelude, mostly 1n 16th-
notes followed by fughetta :r, a fantasy section, fughetta 
--
fughetta III, and another fantasy· section. ~he signature 
TT .... _ , 
again l a cks the B-flat we are aocustomed to for D minor, but 
acc1denta.ls are used throughout to -compensate for th1s. 
There ls little of s1gn1f1cance about the prelude. 
It begins with a 3-measure pedal-point and concludes with a 
2-note figure found to be the same separate octave jump 
which concludes Bach's D Major fugue. 
The first fughetta 1s amazing in that it has two 
stmulta.neous countersubjects, thus giving us seven passages 
1n triple counterpoint (including the various inversions). 
Here 1s the subject and 1ts oountersubjecte: 
Example 32 
~tfc PI tnH}'d'liHH:$J ~ # 
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This fughetta can be diagrammed as follows: 
S: sub csl cs2 ana osl cs2 
A: ans eel os2 sub cal cs2 sub 
T: sub osl os2 ans os2 cs2 
B: ans cs2 sub osl eel csl 
sub 
The subjects and answers appear so regularly every two meas-
ures 1n the first 15 measures of this fughetta that they 
begin to have the character of an ost1nato figure. This 
fughetta 1s essentially all 1n D minor until ~easure 42 
where 1t lapses into the fantasy section which modulates to 
C major. 
In fughetta II there are two groups of entrances 1n 
quick succession with stretto-11lteprox1mity. All entrances 
are subjects, and there aro neither counta~subjects nor 
answers. I t 1s a short fughetta of only 9 measures: 
S: sub 
A: sub 
T : sub 
B: sub 
Ped.al 'tass : 
Fughetta 
of quarter-note 
urea 1n .ep1sode 
the first fugal 
sub 
sub 
sub 
sub 
III oonta1ns J8 measures 1n 3/4 meter, 
motion. This includes a ·section of 11 
style. The subJect 1s a transformation 
subject. There !.s one countersubJect. 
section remains essentially 1n D minor throughout. 
Exampl e JJ 
mostly 
me as-
of 
The 
• 
S: cs sub cs ans 
A: cs ana cs 
T: sub OS ana 
B: ana cs sub es 
This fughetta ends w1 th a fantasy section of 19 measures 
tih ich i s the conclusion of the entire t·:ork . 
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4 . :P r e lude {;\!lg Fugue in E l'alor. This i s a r a ther 
unusual work which e xhibits the experimentation that was be-
i ng done by Buxtehude 1n these f orms. The overall outline 
is: tocca t a of 12 measures , fughetta of 32 measures • bri dge 
in toccata style (15 measures), episode (15 measures) , fugue 
{12 measures), adagio-bridge ( 4 measures ) , fughetta (lJ a~as­
.ures ) , conclusion i n the form o f a coda (7 measur es ). 
The entrances of fughetta ~ which is 1n E major , are 
in thi s .orde r: 
S: sub ans sub sub 
A: ans ans sub 
T: sub ana 
B: a.ns sub sub sub 
This fughetta as in the maj ori ty of those by Buxtehude, has 
no countersubject. The br1dge pa._sage \<;hi ch follows has ole-
menta of an epi sode in the uso of i mitation of a 4- n ote figure , 
but it l apses into a passage of manual flourishes ove r a 
pedal-point on B and then on E , a pedal cadenza,,. and seven 
more measure s of this type of fanciful writing . Then fol l ows 
a 15- measure 1m1 tati ve section for manuals alone l eading t o 
fughet ta II. 
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.... 'he seconu f'ughetta 1s in 12/8 timo • in E major , and 
of onl .. three voices. The entrances a re made thus: 
S : sub ana 
ans sub 
T: sub ans 
Then follows a change of mater to 4/ 4 for a slow bridge pas-
sage of 4 measures in lo:nger notes reaching to the beginning 
of fughetta !II . This section has its entrances in quick 
succession 1n this order: 
S : ans sub sub c 
A : sub a.ns o 
T : ana sub d 
B: sub sub n 
The coda is ma.de up of three el ements used previously in the 
work: a) the first 7 notes of the fughetta III subject, b) 
t i;o octave scale flourishes 1n .)2nd-notes reminiscent of the 
bridge after fughe tta I, and three statements of a figure 
~ 
( ~ J ) which appeared twice early in fughetta I as a 
possible bit of countersubject, but was abandoned by the 
composer when it failed to work in more situa tions . 
It shoul d be noted that the adagio bridge preceding 
fughetta III bears a resemblance to that whicb ends Bach's D 
ua jor Prelude, and may have been the inspiration for that 
section , since h•3 wrote the work 1n the period following; his 
v1s1t to Ltlbeck . 
5. PreJ,ude and Fugue 1n E N1nor. This is one of the 
Buxtehude works said by Finn Vider~ to be in disorder , but 
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\oJ1 thout a net\! tr .nscription of tho t ablatu r e , 1 t 1s 1 ff1 cul t 
to t ell tl!here t he errors aro . The r.Celler and Tcurnem1re ver-
v ions a rc identic~ ..... t-! !th the exceptions of a few a cc1dentals 
and one pla ce (r:neas. 91) where Keller mt s a manual voice in 
the pedal. 
The prelude begins in toccata stylo with a 2c- measure 
cadenza ~n the peda l followed by simila r runs 1n the IJJ.anuals 
over a ~edal-point of 7 measures. The p relude, all of which 
1s in this vein, 1s 22 meastwes long. 
The first fughetta 1s in fiv e voices and has an incon-
sistently-used counteraubject. Its form is: 
Sl: sub sub sub 
52: sub OS cs cs ca OYIB ce 
A ana sub cs 
T sub ans 
B ana sub sub ans 
Sl: sub 
S2: sub codetts 
A cs 
T sup 
B : 
The second fughetta. 1s also 1n f1 ve voices, and in 
s pite of the fact that the entrances overlap and could be 
used for countersubject function, there 1s lso a figure 
\\~hich appears as the countersubject. The fughetta 1s ended 
with a short codetta, an adagio bridge of 6 measures, and a 
toccata-peci~lpoint of 9 measures for the concl union. The 
form of th1s fugue is: 
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Sl: sub cs ans cs ans cs CB 
S2 : ans cs ans cs ana cs sub cs s ub 
·~ . sub sub sub sub cs cs . 
T : ans cs cs 
3 . sub cs cs cs . 
. 11 of' th .... entrances a rc on e ither E or B. an ·the fughetta 
i s in EJ 1nor throughout . Although this •ork 1s unique in 
ha ving t No five-voice fughettas, there is a feeling that i t 
i. s unifi ed p1e oo, for there are no i n terludes or fantasy-
i nterruptions of any length to spoil the continuity of the 
6 . Prelyde 1inl Fu~~ 1n E iUnox:. This appears to be 
one of the more mature, or at l east s moothe r, works ~'Dong the 
organ pieces. The 16-mee.sure prelude has a. constant flow of 
16th-notes on a curved :rattcrn which 1s imitated six time s . 
The pedal , however , 1s in a differing pa ttern of long notes 
( mostly half-notes) . This i s followed by t'r'JO fughettas, a 
1:.r1dg ... :..~t: ssage of 14 measures. The three fughetta.s are all 
1n E mi ·nor, and are all 4-voice. The first fughetta is t onal , 
having the voices enter in the order SATB ASTABSASTABTSBS. 
There are two of these entrances in canonic or s tretto order . 
and the l ast t wo form the entrance t o the cadence . This is 
a formation of 1 8 actual stat ements of the subject and 
answer : 6 a~e in E minor ; 5 answers are on the dominant but 
still appear to be 1n E mi nor be cause of the1r immediate 
modulation back to that key . (These might be thought of as 
answers 1n the subdom1nant but start ing on the dominant of E 
minor) . There is'· no F or F- shar p 1n the pattern . The other 
. ----, 
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entrances a£~ :;) •nl.,cello.ncous; one 1s ·1n B major , on 1n an. 
· ltere pattern of C major ~1d t he other s change tho pattern 
aft\,:: 1:~ ge ttln 1nto the motive , conforming to the existing 
harmony rather tha.n lead1n 1t into a modulation . 
:'he second fughetta is also in E minor , but 1n J/2 
meter . he first two notes of the subject a re noticeably 
t e op osi te (dom1nant.-ton1c) of those of the first fugue 
(ton1c~dominant) . The subject is in quarter and half- notes 
contrasting to the pre~ious fughetta whose subjec t was most -
ly in 16th-notes. Thi s fughetta has two items of special 
interest . The subject 1s interrupted by the entrance of the 
answer before 1t finishes its 1nit1 l announeemen.t , and 
perhaps because of this , the subjects and answe.rs never 
en.6. the same way . Sometimes they do not e ven begi n the same , 
a lthough tbey are 1dent1fyable as being subject or ans}<;er. 
..... k•·~ · 1.\1 \ I I 
""' ... ~~ u II tt"l :t:*.•. t~+ . ... 
. 
' 
• 
Tha lL~- .easure bridge passage 1s contt·a untal in 
stylo , but has nothing of speci f ic significance. ,..he third 
f ughetta v•hich follo ·s is in 12/8 meter, and has the answer 
follow1.n ::· oxa.ctly at tho end of the 1~ measure subject . The 
ubject is unique 1n beg1nn1nc; itllth seven dominant notes be-
fore go ing 1nto scale ps.r:;sagt:;s 1n tho tonic key , E minor • 
.1.he e 1e;ht ontr1es of subject and ans1.~ter a r e in E minor (J.J.) 
and b minor (4), aft er which thore ta a long developme·n t 
section of 26i; measures and a 2·~ -measure co.detta. . This 
lRrge section of 26 ~ measures is 1n the scope of an episode , 
bu.t concludes th- entire pi ece , rather than preceding a re-
statement of tho fugue exposition as we Nould find in a 
1milar work of Bach. The order of the entries is: S~TB 
TBSA (sub , ans , sub , ana, ans , sub, ans , sub) . 
7. Prelude and Fugye in F Malqc. This prelude simi~ 
lnrly to the G minor prelude, starts with a right-hand pat-
tern of 16th notes wh1ch begin on the loading-tone of t he 
key . Its form more · clo·sely resembles that of later preludes 
and fugues of the Baroque period. The prelude is sectional: 
fourteen measures of 16th-notes in scale patterns alternating 
f 
b-:;tween the upp9 · vo ict~s over long notes 1n the pod 1; t'Hm 
t hlrte ,n ,: asurs A o f tr1 le t eighth- notes over "ott ed ,.. uarter-
notes ln t •10 pedal 1:. 12/8 meter; thm come t c~l vc r.1casure s 
of st1ll anothe ·sixteenth-note pattern in LJ./ 4 ~ter first 
accompru~1cd by quarter-notes , and finally 1s a five-me sure 
l 'C a l - .l o1.nt ooo1n'""' t<) o. cloBe 1n t ho last mensure in {on) F . 
:'' E"J prelude has consi"''ers:.ole unity an::. flotv throu0hout . ':he 
dotte· - qu!lrter note of the 12/ 8 section turns into a ~arter­
n otc 1n the followtne; !}/!.} section t·Jhlle tho a ccompanying tri-
plets of th,; 12/8 speed u~ to quadruplets 1n t hG folloNlng 
:r::ar t, thus :nt;ll~1ng the motion continuous and un1f1ed 1n feol1ng 
·ut faste r 1n the s.,cond of these tv1o sections. 
'!he fugue has a long and disjointed subj ..... ct of six 
~~asur~s . Thoro is countersubject of J short phrasGls in 
J menour~s . Tho subjGcts and a.nowars appear in the follofilng 
! a t tern 04 0Cot,.di·nrr t o their voice place.nEnJ.t : S!.TR - bridge -
!3 •• TB , S , cL velopment section of 26 measur es , six-measure 
caden~a-coda. . The f ugue subject ·nd parts of the devolop!!lent 
such as easures 64-70 seam to have had a strong mel o~1c and 
rhythmi c influence on Bach as he \~r\ te the large D •Q lgr 
l~'yi;me (illustration on the ). The motive of the 
first part in each is s1m11ar , but ith Bach 's expanded by 
one note in range . Both have two p rts separated by re s ts 
and the second p .a.rt of the subject ·. e1ng a descending pattern 
or sequence of two octaves and one ote. Bach's counter-
• 
subject begins \'11th M ctua l 1nvc1 s ion o f Buxtehude'"' su"b-
j ct (the fi rst phra se ). 
Example ~J} 
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8 . Prelude and f''uszue 1n F-.<'!'lharn Minor. The formal 
outline of this \'Jork 1s tha t of a 2~.a--measure pr e'l ude follo\"ed 
by two fughettas and a long toccataf-style fantasia . The 
pr e lud e is d1v1ded into two section~; the first 13 measures 
are 1n fast 16th-notes 1n toccata style in the right hand 
ove r a less active left hand, and tne l ast 9 measures of this 
section ha ve a pedal-pn1nt on F-sh _rp. There follows a sec-
t .1on of quarte r-notes for 13 meesureA, ending 1n fast manual 
scale passages for 2 measures concluding the prelude . 
• 
woth fu.:(·let tas r c in ~ -sh arp mlnor, the first on{., 
h~ iT! • ..., t he follm·:1n !:'T ;:· tt3r n : 
o, . 
..., . 
1\ : 
m . 1,. • 
B: 
sub cs ans cs sub 
ans cs sub cs 
~u'b cs ans cs · 
ans cs sub cs 
The reader will notice that the statements of the subject are 
in a regula r sequence and that each is followed by a counter-
subject . This has not been observed in any other of Buxte-
hude•s fugues. There is no modulation , however, and both 
subjects and answers a re played in F-sharp minor . 
Fughetta II has a disjointed subject which is 1nter-
upted by rest s i n th1s manner: 
Example 34 
The re"'ts , howe-.:er , give opportunity for 1nterost1ng contra-
puntal writing , and Buxtehude "r-ote a :}U.arter-note 1n another 
voice each time one of these t·ests appeared. The succession 
of entrances i s agai n irregulal·· , " hich seems to indicate 
that his successful organization of entrances 1l'l the prev1.ous 
fughetta was only an experi ment. Th1s one a lso lacks a 
countersub ject, but Buxtehude 'brlng s the entrances 1n at 
close intervals. thus allowing the beginning of the answer 
to serve as a countersubject for the end1.n e; of the subjeot, 
• 
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and vice-versa on the next entrance. The entrances and their 
overlapping appear like this: sub sub 
ans sub episode 
sub 
a.ns 
From measure 56 to 78 1s an e pisode with many imitations of 
the 4-noto ,f igure which begins the fugue subject. This e p i-
sode is continued again afte r a 12-rneasure br.1dge of cadenzas, 
chords and trills, after \·Jhich it goes on in toccata style 
in a manner which might well· be compared to a Classic style 
of cadenza for 40 measures to end the piece. I t may be 
significant to point out that the work ends on a 9-measure 
pedalpo1nt as is Buxtehude's practice in many of these pre-
ludes and fugues. The cnd1ng fantasy is not very d iff1cul t 
technically, but really is a s howpiece , and was probably 
intended to be played with great rapi di ty. 
9. Prelude and Fugue 1n G MiDQt (143m ). Since 
there are four preludes and fugues in G minor , by Buxtehude, 
I am again using the length in numbers of measures to distin-
guish between them. This one consists of 1 4J measures, and 
it is found in four large sections, the flrst being further 
subd1 vided into t wo sections. The opening ten tneasures of 
this p relude are in toccata-style r apidl y flowing 16th-notes 
1n the manuals, and make use of three measures of pedalpo1nt 
on G, two meas ures on the sub-me diant ·, a nd two measures on 
the dom1nan t. The part1 tion1nf~ Cfld.P:r '.!e 1 s on. the do min ant , 
and holds the V-ohord for one measure . 'then follows an 
eleven measure bridge, half of which is imitative on a 
chromatic motive, nd this 1s followed by a cadenza of 2t 
measures and a cadent 1al modulation from D to G. 
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The second major section is a four-voice f ughe tta in 
which the tona l subjoct a nd answer enter 1n T~SB order, then 
SB'l'A . It 1 s 1n G minor.. This 1 s followed b;y three more 
statements of the subject in BSAB order, and a bridge of six 
measures. P fughetta of 53 measures follows in which there 
1s a substantial exposition an.d a develor-ment which repea ts 
over many times all or part of the subject. There is no re-
expos1tion. This fughetta exposes its subj ect in SATB order. 
In measures 81 and 82 and a a1n in 8L~ and 85 a subject and 
answe r a >:,pear at the close interval of one measure, and then 
continue to follow as a kind of sttetto before the ep1sodal 
section gets under way. 
The fourth section 1s somewhat of a free ost1nato under 
a fughetta. It opens 1n G minor with the two-measure theme 
1n the pedal alone. In between statements of the theme there 
are always one and three-quarters measures of rest in the 
pedal while the u per voices move contrapuntal lines against 
each other developing the fugal i dea. Starting with measure 
11.5 there is constant 16th-note movement in one voice or anoth-
er until the l ast three measures, which g radually ca l m down in 
longe r note va lues until the last half-note chord. The fueue 
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subje ct begins in measure 115 in G minor, and is accompanied 
a fter \. measure by t he countersubject 1n double counterpoint. 
In measure 117 the ostinato f i gure appears 1n the pedal, and 
the tenor has the subject 1n G minor with the soprano playing 
the countereubject . Tho ost1na.to fits the sub je ct (or vice-
versa) in double counterpoint a lso; for 1n measure 119 we 
discover the subject in the t enor, the ostinato fi gure in 
the a lto, and the countersubject in the soprano. It is not 
tripl e counterpoint here, however , for the ostina to can not 
be put on top without making undesirable second inver sion 
chords. !n measure 125 Buxtehude suddenly puts t~~ ostina to 
i n B-.fla t ma jor, transposing the whole of measure 1 25 into 
tha t key . !n measure 126 an episodal development section be-
gins t hich continues ove r the ostinato fi gur e until the 1J5th 
measure. Here t here i s a two-measure bridge. !n measure 137 
the t enor has the ostinato (still in B-fla t) while t he base 
has 1 ..: measures of the opening motive of the C ma..,or Pr e lude , 
Fue ue and Chaconne. In measure 1:39 the pedal part resumes 
t he ostina to a t the end of which t he harmony modula tes to G 
maj or by means of a v7 chord. This tonal ity ~mains for the 
final t wo measure s. 
This is indeed a curious combina tion of c lements and 
probably achieves the label "prelude and fugue tt only by l a ck 
of a better na e - or perhaps because it 1s an ancestor of 
the combined prelude and fugue. If the f irst fughetta i ·s 
• 
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considered a p rt of t ho prelude, t he nFuguoi' begins at e · s-
ure 59 , whore t here 1s a change of meter from 4/4 to 3/2. 
-n all fai rness , ho\vevcr ; I think it woul d bo ett e r to call 
thi s uork , "Prelude , Two ft·ughettas • and Fuga.- :)assacagl1a . 11 
· 10. Prelude aDd FWJ:Ue 1n G d1no;c. '!'hi s i s another 
example of a piece wherein· Buxtehude gave one l ess fl a t -in 
the s i gnature than is needed fo r t he performance in the kay. 
The overall form of this wor k is s imila r to t hat ·of the fore-
going E minor prolude and fugues, with two exceptions: a) the 
prelude 1s i ntroduced by two measures of coloratur a dialogue : 
Exampl e J5 
..... 
- ~-.R. 
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and b) llt of the 14 measures of t he prelude are on a tonic 
pedalpo1nt. The 6/4 prelude flows contrapuntally 1n 1m1tat1ve 
line s of 8th-notes,. the three:- upper voices moving above a 10·. -
measure pedalpo1nt on 0 beforg the pedal f inally plays the 
motive. This prelude is preceded by a. 2-measure- flourish 
in the manuals. making it a total of 15 measures 1n length. 
The f1rst fugue is tonal and 48 . ·measures long , in G m1nor 
w1th entrances 1n the following order. There i s 
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also a short countersubject mot ive which begins 1n tho l1ddle 
of some of the subject statements and once by itself. 
S : sub OS sub sub cs 
A: ana cs sub cs 
T: sub cs sub cs ans cs 
B: ana cs sub OS ana 
S : ana 
A: cs sub 
T: ana cs 
B: sub sub cs ce sub 
The answers are tonal except for any accidentals which mi ght 
take them out of the tonic key, for the entire fugue is 1n G 
minor wi thout modulation of any significance. Neasure 49 
cont ains a cadence in D minor and is followed by a 3-measure 
passage in F major, but another E-flat quickly brings the 
harmony back to G minor. 
Following this is a bridge passage of l0 :.3 measures 
which modulates to D major. The second fughetta ensues, but 
is introduced by a subject in the key of the answer. This 
1s indeed curious, and -could be analyzed differently. Suffice 
it to say that Buxtehude wrote this fughe tta in G minor, but 
prece:iing the .subject is an 1n1tial statement of it 1n D minor . 
It has a 4-note bit of countersubject which r e curs, and has 
the following form: 
S : sub cs sub cs cs sub sub sub 
A: sub ans cs cs 
T : sub ans sub sub cs cs 
B: cs 
I n n.easure 97 t-1e find a. ,;...voice harmony • but it 1s only a 4-
voice fugue with added notes. Buxtehude some times puts t he 
bass voice in the manual part, and some times in th ~ pedal. 
Another example of this is in measure 56 1n the first fughet-
ta, wher e all voices are di splaced to the range of their 
upper neighboring parts , and the bass is th ereby brought up 
in to tht:. manual voice . 
The third fughetta 1a. again in G minor, but has a tem-
porary modulation t o D minor in the cadence ending i n measure 
107 and also in measure 122. There is an episode on the first 
5 notes of the subje ct from measure 122 to 140 , where a co"' a 
of 6 measures brings the work to a close. The outline of 
this fughetta is as follows: 
S : ans sub sub ans 
A: sub sub 
T: ans sub ens sub 
B: sub ans sub sub sub 
11. Prelude and Fug;;ue inG f•!inor . Accord1n to 
Vider~J this \'lOr k was probably for harpsichord. I agree w1 th 
this pp1nion, and the fact that Hermann Keller oea not in-
clude it in his edition of the Buxtehude organ preludes and 
fue;ues would seem to bear this out. 'hether it 1s for organ 
or harpsichord 1s of 11 ttle c.onsequence , s1nce this type of 
absolute music could bo pl a yed on either.. Howe ver, there are 
places :tn the mus1 c where it would be exceedingly awk ·lard~ to 
play the four voices without the pedals . This further suggests 
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th t the composer may have had the pedal-harpsichord in mind . 
uxtehude seldom v.rri tes a stretch of an octave s1mul ta.neously 
in t ~o moving lines for one ha:nd to play. This ·~ould. be the 
case in me · sure 28 and measure 4~ 1f there ere no pedal 
av il ble, f or· there are stretches of a l Oth h1.1ro betw en 
b,- s a ni ~nor . 
Examplo J6 
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At me sure 105 there is a typical section for an orean pre-
lude and fugue . It is in toccata s tyle in the top two parts 
,. bove a 4:.:·-measure pedal poin t . On the pedal- harpsichord 
this no to coul d be repaa.t ed or trilled . There is one pl ace 
ill the 4- part harmony that would belie th1s view, however, 
for in measure 61 is a bass scale in 32nd- notes which cer-
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ta1n1y would not have been intended for the pedal 1n Buxte-
hude 's time. Al so,the arpeggiated cumula tive chords ln the 
prelude look more like harpsichord style than orga.n . Since 
all other elements ar e s o s1tn1lar, perhaps this d1scusa1on 
can se rve to prove wha t mlnute diff erences occurred bet ween 
Buxtehude 's organ and clavier styles. It i s known that the 
organ music of the time wa s written in tablature a nd tran-
scri bed fir st for t wo sta ves . So, t he number of staves would 
not give a clue as to the medium for which lt was written. 
The form of this work 1s that of a 9-moasure prelude , 
a 23-measure four-voice fughett a 1n 12/ 8 time. an 11-measur e 
bridge , a 4J-measure fughetta, a 26-mea ure fantasy, another 
fou r-voice fughetta in 12/8 time (34 meas.), and a coda of 
8 measures . Of t hese three fughettas , none ha s a counte rsubject: 
Fughetta I : 
S : sub 
A : ans 
T : sub 
B: sub 
Fyghetta II : 
s : sub 
A: ans 
T : sub 
. ans ~ · 
Fughetta !II : 
S : sub 
A: ane 
T : sub 
B: ans 
ana sub sub sub sub 
s ub sub 
ans ans ana 
sub ans 
ana ans 
sub 
ana E c 
sub p1 0 
ans so d 
sub d e a 
sub 
nns 
sub sub 
ans ans 
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12. Prelygo and f'ugue in G Htnor (161m) . Th is 1s 
robably the most popular of t-he Buxtohude prelud s e.n 
f ugues . It is another colloct1on of four forma. They mid:lt 
ens11 be ltbled, "Tocca ta. Fughe tta, Tnterlude , and Fughetta ." 
The f1re,t 20 measures are toccata or prelude styl 1n flm11ng 
16th-notes in the mf'nua.ls over an ostinato pedal f igure. 
Vider~ gives this correction to the ost1nato; 
Example J7 
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Leasuras 21-50 contain a four-voice fughetta in which there 
are nine entries of the subject (including its tonal answer) 
with nothing r esembling an episode or development section in 
between . f·1easu res !)0 to 56 are coda, mak 1ng a transi t1 on to 
the rhythmic interlude which precedes the final fughetta. 
This coda should be played as a free adagio bridge passage 
f )r the best musical effect . t·;easures 8 0 to 161 com. rise 
the f 1nal fu -;hetta t-vhich include s a fi1;e - rneasure coda ( r·e lly 
only an elabor-a te cadence ) .. 
':J.1h1s fughetta, a lthough longer (82 measure s) t.han the 
other a na lyzed thus far , is in the s ame pat ter n of constantly 
appearing subjects alternated wi th tonal answers. Vith one 
exception ,. the subject is always 1n C minor, a.n'l the anf'wer 
a li•JayB in the d omi nant. Tho exception is on 1 ts last occur-
ranee, when the sub j ect takes the place of an anm·1er and ls 
in the sub- dominant. 'l'here is a tJtJo-measure contrapuntal 
pattern forming two 7-6 suspensions and orna 1ontal resolutions 
with the subjects and answers , but it is not always used, 
a 1d can hardly be called a real countersubject. Although 
there i s n o real episodal section there are places such as 
measures 102-1 01.,~. whore there is a slight bridge in the form 
of a cadonce of l t~ measures between the ending of a subject 
and the beginning of an answer . The appearances of the sub-
j e cts and anst.;ers according to voice order a re: S TB - brldge 
- S - cadence - BSTB - brldge - ST - bridge - B. Th is leads 
to the end of the fugal section at measure l LJ.-4. . t this 
point the pedal has a r is1ng pattern of broken thirds 1n 
eighth- notes as the beginning of a coda which lasts 1 8 
measures . 
l J . Pt e l ude a pd Fugue 1n ·A Minor. This work opens 
with a 20~-measure prelude of 1 6th-notes in cont ra?untal 
s t yl e which cadence s 1n A m1n ol"", 1 t s t onal! ty, a fte r a 6-
measure pedalpo1nt on the domin~nt . Thi s wr1t1ng 1s in 
typ1 ca l Buxtehude s tyl e , us 1ng a curving 4- note figur e 1n 
1m1tation from voice t o voice lternatel y and s ometimes 
pl ayed by t wo voi ces s i multaneously . 
9.5 
The prelude i s f ollowed by f ughetta 1, which is unique 
in t hat t he sub j ects and answer s a r e i nve rted a t l east t wice 
1n each voice f or the ir second entrances . The order of 
entrance 1s: 
S : sub 
A : ans 
T : sub 
B : a ns 
Fughett a II is in 6/4 meter and has a s 1ts principal 
note-value t he qua rte r note . Entrances are a ll in the normal 
pos ition, and a r e withou t a c oun t e rsubject. They appear in 
the followin g pat tern: 
S : sub ans ane sub 
A: sub sub sub 
T: sub ans ans s ub 
B: ans sub sub ana 
A sa li ent feature of thi s f ughetta i s that 1 t ha s a 4}- meas-
ure episode us i n g the f irs t t hree notes o f the fughetta 
sub j ect. Anot her' point 1 s t hat it modulates to C ma jor 1n 
measure 82 , an~ then follo, .. - fl. ve sta t ement s of sub~ ect and 
answer starting with the ans.wer. I t r emains 1n the rela t1ve 
major until the statement of the subject which closes the 
fugue, this being in A minor and ending with a Picard1an 
third. 
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This prelude and fugue marks a milestone 1n Buxtehude's 
development , and possibly in the entire development of the 
p relude and f ugue . llote these elements: a) inversion of 
subject and answer , b) augmentation of a motive , c) a rudi -
mentary episode , d) mod~ation. in a fugue and restatemen t of 
all four voices in the new key, and e) an attempt at unity 
by using the prelude motive in the postlude of the fugue and 
by ending those two units both on pedal-points. 
This work also fits very easily under the fingers and 
toes of the player. Perhaps the explanation for this as well 
as for some stylistic features s uch as 8-note rapid scale 
flourishes and oscillating pedal passages are due to the 
prevalent preferred use of only the four fingers of each 
h and and the toes of the fe0.it (excluding thumbs and heels) 
in playing the organ 1n the 1 ?t.h century. 
14. 1'1ughetta tn C Malor (32m). This fughetta , which 
does not appear tn Keller • s edt tion of Bttxtehude ' s organ 
works, 1s sa1d by Vider,6 to be the mid-section of the Canzona 
1n c. It 1s a simple four-votce fughetta in 6/8 meter, and 
can easily be for any keyboard instrument of the day . Its 
r h;r thm: is as lively and jerky as any of thG jig fugues. It 
1s wlthout ra; counter.subject , and its f ormal outline 1s 
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clear-out: 
S: sub ans sub 
A : ana sub ans 
T : sub sub 
B: ans ans 
15. Fughetto 1n C Ma1or. This is the so-called "j1g" 
fugue of Buxtehude, which apparently wa s one of the models 
for tha t of Ba.oh. According t o Vider~Zf, it belongs to a 
l a r ger work, but 1t stands alone in all of the available 
ed1 t1ons. It 1s in the usual jig-meter, 12/8, and 1s 77 mea.s -
.ures in length. The entrances indica te four voices, but 
only i n the coda can one be sure that the bass voi co is in-
tended for the organ pedal board. I ts form. 1s : 
S: sub ana sub 
A ; ans sub de vel opmen t coda 
T: sub ans 
B: ans sub 
16. Fushett§ 1n B-flat Malor. In Buxtehude's day 
the concepts of major and minor tonality were not yet very 
clear. Two works by later composers helped to establish them 
more def1n1 tely, the Ar1a¢l.ne musica ~-02duW of Johann Kas-
per Ferdinand F1soher (1660-1738?) and the ~-tempered 
Clay1 er of J. s. Bach, both of which were sets of preludes 
and fugues in. the various major and minor keys .. 
This fugue 1n B-flat exhi bits a mixture of the modes, 
major and minor. Taken alone, the first measure would be 
i dent1f1ed as being in F minor. 
The first section of this work (meas. 1-27) cadences 
on an F major chord preceded by an E-natural. Both flatted 
_, 
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and natural A's appear interchangeable in the score without 
any special modulation involved . 
The entire work consists of a fughetta , f anta sy sec-
tion , and .a second and t hird fughetta . All of the fughottas 
have differing mot i ves , a nd appar ently have little relation 
to each other except for toe common k.ey of B- f l a t . Thi s 
form i s a l most identical to Buxtehude's canzonetta s . 
For the sake of consistent analysis for thi s research, 
I shall give the d i~grams for these f ughettas : 
Fughett(a II 
sub ans ans ans 
A: ans s ub sub 
'I' : sub ans ana 
· B: ans s ub sub 
Fur,hetta III 
S : sub sub 
A: ans sub 
T : sub sub 
.!J : ana ana sub 
Fughetta III has two things of especial interest t o 
note : a) the subject has tho extreme range of a ninth star t -
·.'-
ing on the highest pitch wi th three 16th- notes . Thi s makes 
a rather awkward subJ ect to play on the pedal organ . e spe -
cially in Buxtehude's day , when t he heels of the performer 
were r a r e l y used , a nd pedals were hard to push dov.T.L; b) in 
mea sure 62 t here is an entire double entry of the subject in 
parallel thirds between s opr ano and alto parts of the music ; 
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c) there is a short codetta before th- last statement of the 
subject, the latter moving on to the fa vorl te type of pedal-
point coda and cadence of Buxtehude. This piece would be 
most effective. on the pedal-harpsichord. 
17. Tgccata, 1n F ·1a.1or. This 1s one of 3uxtchude 1 s 
most popular pieces , and has been concertized, recorded , and 
the toccata 1nclud"'d in a volume of wedding musi c as a recom-
mended recessional. Strangely enou h , th toccata is all one 
unit , and 1n spite of manual and pedal cadenzas, 1s homo-
geneous in style. Strange r still is the f a ct tha t it in-
cludes only one fughetta and its ep1sodal ending. The form 
of the fughetta is: 
S : 
A: 
T: 
B: 
sub cs ans 08 
ans 08 sub cs 
sub cs ana 
ans CB 
ans 08 
OS sub 
sub OS 
stretto 
sub x x 
X X 
OS X X 
ana cs X X CS 
18. Toccata in F Me. lor. Here is an extensive r iece 
of 140 measures which Keller omitted completely from hie 
edition. The terms "toccata" and "pre lude ," as far as Buxte ... 
hude was concerned , had some s1gn1ficance if the title was 
given by the composer. Actually, the Buxtehude toccatas con-
sist of the mul t i pl e forms found 1n the ~orth Garman Preludes 
and Fugues; an i ntroductory section and several fughettas 
separated by i n terludes and bridge passages. It b Gins with 
a tocc t a section of 11 measures of fancy f1ngerwork , nine 
of them being over a pedal- po111t. Then falloi:l s a four-voice 
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fughetta over an extended pedal-point of 12 measures . {The 
pedalpo1nt begins one measure before the fughetta, but is a 
part of the precad1ng cadence a t that point). There 1s an 
eight- mea sure coda, the first half of which ha s ep1aodal 
trea t ment of the beg1nn1ng motive of the fughetta section, 
and this ends in a very f1nal-sound1ng authentic cadence. 
Th toccat.~ i indeed complete in itself, and the centra l 
fueal s e ction should not be considered a real entity such as 
tho fughettas to follow. It is only a rt of the prelude 
pect.\on. One has only to see the numerous diverse styles 
and. sc:. ct1ons of this particular t occata a nd fugue to unde r-
stand what Dr. Karl Geiringer means when he wri t es of "the 
f antastic Buxtehude." 
Fughetta I is 23 measur~s long , and is followed by a 
bridge passage of 10 measures , 5 measures of codetta, a 7-
mea.sure bridge , J measures 1n 12/8 time having a triplet 
figure, 2 measures 1n 4/ 4 meter of the flourish-type cadence, 
an. 8- ffieasure section 1n 12/8, and finally fughetta II . This 
last fugh~tta is short, however, (1 3 measures ) , and only 
leads off onto another 11mb of the t r ee -· lC measures in 
one figure, 12 measur es in varying toccata styles , and the 
final soct1on 1n 16th-note movement (16 meas.) , including 
the favorite pedal-point cadence. 
Possibly one rea son for a ll the divergence of styles 
1s that Buxtehude could not modulate much on his untempered 
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organ , and in order to have a concert piece of any length 
without putting his listeners to s-leep , he constantly varies 
the s t yle of writinB and. virtuosity. The forms of the 
fughettas are.: 
Fw~hetta I 
S : sub ans 
A : ans ans ana 
T : sub sub a..l'ls 
B : ans ans sub sub 
F'u t-;hetta I I 
· SUb 
ans 
T: sub 
B: 
ans 
sub 
ana 
ans sub 
19. Tocggta 111: G l'.inor ( 50m ) . This piece ~was un-
doubtedly intended for cla vier of any sort, though probably 
more for harpsichord than organ . There is nothing to ind ica t e 
its special use for the organ . The first 19 measures are 
running 16 t h- notes ending on a whole-note chord in meanure 
1 9 . The re follows a l ittle fu hetta for 11 measures, ana 
then a broken- chord cadenza style to the end of the mi ddl e 
secti on in r::easure l;.O stopping on a quarter-note. The con-
trasting section pre ceding the coda 1s 3 measures o f scale 
passages in )2nd-notes , and the pi Gce ends wlth a 7-mea.sure 
coda . Ther e a re three definite, though inseparable sections, 
and the second of these, t he fugal part , bas as its second 
half an epis ode . The f ughetta di agr am : 
.. 
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S : sub a.ns sub 
A: ans sub 
S : sub ans sub 
20. Tgccata 1n G f-1a lor (103m>. 'rh1s toccata is in-
separable from its single fugue. The whole work looks very 
much lil<e a harpsichord piece, f or it lacks a pedal lino for 
the organ , a.nd has a gr~a.t profusion of ornaments and trills. 
This fugue has n 33-note subject (all in 16ths) and is 
anal yzed in this manner: 
S : sub ans sub ans 
A : ans sub ans 
1' : sub ans 
B: sub 
The answer and its a ccompanying two upper voice s are exactly 
transposed 1n measures 50·53 from measure 42-!1-4. From meas-
alllfl) 62 to the end is a development on previous patterns, 
notes, and motion in general. Noticeably, there 1s no pedal-
point a s there normally is f or Buxtehude in the organ pieces. 
An lnterestine f eature of this toccata is that it is 
a l most entirely dominated by 16th-note motion in groups of 
4 , with these running 16th unceasing except for the chords 
vlhi ch serve as sectional dividers, held chords of measures 
1, 20 , and a chord of quarter-notes on the last beat of ~as­
ure 37.. The only other exception to this motion is a sec-
tion of triplet a t ghth-notes in measures 92-99 vh1ch gives 
the contrast near the end which one might expect of a coda 
just before the final cadence . There a r e three ma.1n d ivisions, 
10) 
a.ch section of the tocca t a hav1ne 1 ts own style nd typ of 
rhytbmic motion. 
21. Capzonetta in D 11nQ.r. 'l'he li ttle oanzonettas 
of Buxtehude are s1m1l ar to his other freely-invent c keyboard 
works in being bas e <Jn fugal sections. .3ecause of tn1 s 
similarity . tlo ar c included here . 
This canzonetta is another of Buxtehude ' s pi eces wh1ch -· 
1s minus one flat in the key s i gnature . Tho s1gnatu~e has 
no ar ks . but B- nats and c ... sharps are ant r od when nee ed . 
The three fughettag of the composition a r e separated by 
definite cadences , but a r e all transformations of the same 
them"' . The piece 1s ov ..... r t.ice s long ( 93m) as the oth r 
c nzonetta of Buxtohudo (36m). The subject of the t hird 
f "'hot t is a transformation into 3/ 4 meter of the firs t 
inus 16th-note s . Tho third subject is t aken from t he second 
measure of the origi nal subject plus an inve rsion of the 
first measure. The d iagrams of the fughettas follow: 
a; ' ' ' ~' J p :!.21 ~ !fJ $51 }'iJ I J1 
• 
-· 
Di agr ams: 
Fughetta I 
S sub ans 
A : ana 
T : sub 
B : 
1'32: 
ans sub 
Fughetta I I 
sub sub 
ans ana 
ans eu'b 
sub 
sub 
sub 
sub 
sub sub 
sub 
T : sub 
ans 
ana 
s ub 
sub 
sub 
Fuc.hetta III 
<::' • 
..... . 
f\ • o . 
'1' : 
1nv sub sub 
s ub ~b 
1nv sub 
lnv sub 
1nv 
sub 
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B: sub 1nv sub 1nv sub 1nv 
The entrances of fughettas II and III a re unusual for Buxte-
hude s i n ce he usually has the parts enter in the order SATB 
or BTAS . The flrst subject enters with a half.note, but its 
succeeding statements begin with a quarter-note , and 1n meas-
ure 21..;. and 25 entrances a r==> made on 16th-notes. In measure 
25 of the first fughetta, the subject shifts voices in its 
m1dst. 
22 . CaTlZQnetta ±n 0 Ma1or (35m). This p i e ce 1s 
actually - compoRed of t wo fughetta s. The first le 1n lJ/4 
meter and ends in a scale and trill flourish of 2 measures 
lead i n•-; i nto the second which 1s a 12/8 fu '?;US on the same 
motive . The t i'IO f ughetta s are diagr ammed here : 
s · .. sub sub ans sub sub ans sub 
~ : ns ans sub ane sub 
B: ens sub ans sub ans sub 
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Concluey1ons abQu t nuxtotlUde ' s freo ly-•nvent ed organ 
1.-•or:t;s . The pieces t-Jbi ch have been analyzed 1n the _ore going 
pages show that Buxtehude us~:;d a grea t deal of ingenu1 ty, 
e x 'Ori mcnt a tion ancl 1nd1vi l ua.I s t yle wh~. ch contr1' uted sig-
nificant ly to the deveJ.o _ ~nt of the Prelude anc1 Fugue . 
These freely-invented organ works exhibi t sev~ral diff e rent 
styles of wr1 t 1ng -- virtuoso manur-tl or pedal pas-~ ages , slow 
chor dal bridges "nd 1nt erlu es • 1m1 tat1 ve , canonic an fugal 
r-a s s:.:~.gos *3omet1mos 1:n ouble or tr1.p. e c ounte rpoint , :r,edal -
pohl~; s fmd spor adic r ecitative or 1d.1omat1c cadenza passage s 
::or .._ h t-) manualti . 
The keyboard style was the san:e for preludes and too-
ca t ar:; in its sectional tr-eatment of us ing seve r a l C...1ff erent 
techniques i n on :: p i ece . Tocc atas were f ound to conta in the 
s ame o ver- all f o rmal structure as the combined prelud.e a nd 
fugue . I n gene r al thi s was: introduction- usually ~ 1t h the 
emp· !asis on f a st .manua l passages, fugal i nterlude , contt"ast-
1'ng b ridg;e , one to three fu hettas and a n extens ive f anta sy 
s e ction or a codetta. Duple a nd triple motor \'ler e used 
a lternately from section to se ction in most of the works , 
whil e a fe\'1 remained 1n duple meter throughout. Nos t of t hem 
bega n in 4/ 4 t i me and clos ed in 4/ 4 meter wit h a t lea st one 
section of 12/8 , J/l~ , o r 6/8 in tho mi dd le. 'I'he c anzone tta s 
we:;·e 1n fel-le r sections, but fugal t h roughout. This sectional 
treatment was cha r acte r 1 sti o of all of Buxtehude • s freoly-
• ·-
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invented organ pieces. H1s fugues were made up of separate 
fughe ttas , sometimes 1n the former technique of using part 
of the first subject in transformation for the aeveral fu-
ghettas. Counteraubjects .and episodes were found in rudi-
ment ary form~ Double counterpoint was used to help maintain 
a feeling of unity, 
The divid.ing of a whole compos ition into p.srts of 
varied met e rs and styles of writing may have been due to the 
limi tat1on of tonalities available on the organ which \<J ould 
t end toward monotony. Buxtehude modulates much more freely 
and to more d istant keys than his South German contemporaries 
and predecessors. However, his instruments were tuned in 
just intonation, and his tendency was to return to the tonic, 
dominant , subdominant or relative ma jor or rn inor key as soon 
as possible. 
Even though he would not r emain in a distant k~y for 
long , the ri cher harmonic vocabula r y used by Buxtehude was 
one of his contributions to compositional technique s. His 
use of chromaticism and theme transformat ion from one fughet-
ta to another resembled that of Froberger, and was found 
aga in later in Bach. 
Another technique 1n which Buxtehude was a pioneer was 
in the virtuoso use of the pedal. He was one of the first 
men to write solo passages for the pedal and to use them with-
in . the compost tional texture for melodic interest and rhythmic 
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drive . I n addition to t his, he used the pedal po1nt, e s pecial-
l y o:n the tonic-dominant or sub-uomi nant 1n a manne r s i mila r 
to t h t of Pachelbel and Kerll. 
By using t echniques of his South Ger man predecess ors 
and ·t hose of his f ore runner, J.i ranz Tunder, Buxtehude added 
to hi s own style and original ity , becomi ng t he leader of 17th 
century North Ger man organists. 
George B§hm (1661-1733) 
George Bahm, a Thuringi an by birth , was organist a t 
the J ohanneskirche 1n Ltineburg when J. s . Bach l"ient to t hat 
c i t y . His work was greatly inf luenced by his t eacher, Buxte-
hude , and was supposedly copied almost i n i ts entire ty by 
J . s . Bach. Together with Buxtehude , B6hm is consider ed to 
have be.en one of t he most i mportant ~lorth Ger man pr edt:tcessors 
of Pach . Seve r al writers exhibit a hi gh opinion of his i mpor-
t ance . David . nd ,~1endel feel that J . S .• Bach may ha ve studi ed 
with hi m in Ltlneber g . 19 arner considers his art to have 
been a conne cting link be t ween the styl e s o f Central and 
North Ger many. Harvey Grace observe s t hat B()hm's works 
show t . at he wa s a more 1mag1na. t1ve atld. decorative writer 
t han Pa chelbe l and more expr ess ive t han Buxtehude. 
Ri emann and Schmi dl list his extant' works to · be only 
a Pr elude , Fugue and Postlude 1n G •. 1nor, but Sei f fert a ttri 
.u t es· f 1 ve pr e ludes and f ugues to him and Grove mentions a 
19 David and Ner1d.el, The Ba ch Reader, (New York ; W.; :-1 . 
~'orton and Company, 1945), p. 26; . 
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Capriccio. 
Prglyde a¢ Fugy~ 1n C f1a lot;. This work clearly 
shows the influence of Buxtehude i n opening with a virtuoso 
pedal passage 1n the s t yl e of Buxtehude's · r e lude 1n C ( f rom 
the Prelude , Fugue and Chaconno ) or that in L minor, It is 
closer to the work of Ba ch, however, than any of Buxtehude's 
pr eludes and. fugue .s, for 1t has a long , s ing1.e, well-de veloped 
fugu.e w1 th beginnings of the true episode , and entries of 
the s ub ject a nd answer after the cen tral episode. There is 
another s1 milar1 ty to the C ma jor pr elurle of Buoct ehude in 
tha t tho 16th-note runs of th e opening section a re punctuated 
with two chords several times, This section is followed by 
a chordal passage in the echo style of Tunder, alternating 
with slower- moving sections in contrapuntal pr_ludc style, 
the se cond of which brings us to the fugue. One interesting 
element to obsevve is that the third entrance (mea.s . 41) is 
not a subject as 1t should be, but an answer, and is i n the 
key of the dominant . There is another modulation to the 
dominant in measure 47, 55, arid 66 , and one to the rela tive 
in measur e 67 . Ea ch of t hese modul a tions 1s in effect for 
one entire measure , which is an innovation in itself, for 
Buxtehude nearly always r e turns to t he tonic immedi a tely 
af t er a modulation . n~ find the coda from Buxtehude's C ma-
jor chaconne re-echoed in B8hm' s coda . I t has alternating 
scal e flourishes in the manuals, and pedal exclamation-points 
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concluding with e. slow one-measure cadence . The fugue sub-
ject has a definite re semblence to Buxtehude's fugue in D 
minor. Here 1s the fugal outline . There 1s no reco.gn1zable 
countersubject, but the episode material is taken from the 
subJect. 
S : sub 
A : ans 
T : ans 
n : • 
w .. ~ ans 
ana 
sub 
ana 
ana 
Nikolaus Bryhna (166'.:-1697) 
sub 
ans 
Nikolaus Bruhns was one of the most talented pupils of 
Buxtehude. He was born 1n Schwabstedt in Schleswig , and 
studied theory and organ playing with hls father. When he 
was 16 years old, he went to 11ve with h1s brother, Peter, 1n 
Ltlbeck with whom he studied vlol1n while he stud1.ed organ 
with Buxtehude. This North German organist was said to have 
been such a virtuoso that he could play a 4-part setting of 
music on the violin and two parts on the pedal of the organ 
a ll a t the same time! 
Eitner f eels tha t next to Buxtehude , J3ruhns was t he 
most significant organist and or ga11 composer of h1s t 1me . 
His extant compositions for organ include three preludes and 
fugues. 
Frelude apd Fugye in G Major. This 1s probably one of 
the longest Prelude and Fugue forms of t he period 166 meas-
'Ur. .s •. It is considerably d isjointed. The first 39 measures 
•• 
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contain a toccata- fant asy displaying several types of manual 
nd pedal virtuosity , ornaments , oscilla ting f 1gur-os , and. 
cadenzas. 
'ughetta I opens with a quarter-note, but successive 
entries all begin with an 8th-note , a technique whi ch we 
observed 1n Pachel bel's mus1o. It is the only six-voice 
fugue 1n this per i od which I have found, and has all 17 
entranc s 1n the ton1c . Ther e a re t wo short modulat i ons to 
the dominant, but they ar e both cancelled befor e a full 
measure is pl a yed. Note the consistency of alternation of 
subject and. answer . There 1s no countersubje ct. 
S : sub ans sub 
A : ~s wb 
Tl: sub ana '· ·. ,, 
T2 ; ans sub sub .. :; '· l·· ·' 
91: ans ans . .. ~ sub 
B2: sub ans a.."ls 
Following this is a toccata section in freo style 
1 odula t1ng to E minor and than to B rna. jor. There follows a 
bridge section of broken chords modula ting very brief ly to A 
minor and then to Q. major, where the next fughetta beg1ns. 
This fughetta has a transformation of the fughetta 1: subject. 
Example 39 
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Aga.1n there is no countersubjoct , or episode , but an orde rly 
expos ition of the entrances. This a ppears to be a 5-voica 
fughetta. : 
c: • 
...... . 
A : 
Tl: sub 
T2: ans 
B : 
sub 
ans 
sub ana 
ans 
sub 
sub ans 
The piece concludes with nine more measures of various toc-
ca t a figure s and a 2- measu re caden<~() . Again, all subJects 
and ans ~rs ar e in G ma 1or. Thera is no s1gn1f1cant modula -
t1on in this fughe tta. 
-* 
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CHAPTER III 
In the development of the prelude and fugue before 
J. s . Bach, the second half of the 17th centur y was the most 
tmportant perio d. The finest keyboard composers of thi s 
per i od wer e i n two s chool s: the ~outh Ger man s chool of com-
pos: tion wh1 ch included Fro berger , Fis che r, Kerll, and achel -
bel , and the i~orth German group -- Buxtehude, Bruhns, and 
Bohm . The wor ks Y.Ihich have been noted herein show that each 
of these nen passed on to Bach developments of his redeces -
s ors und contemporaries as well as origina l contribut ions of 
his ot n • 
. Althoue;h these composers devised certa in new te chni ques 
in writ ing organ music, the important develo:pment of the fo r-
mal structure and outline of the prelude and fugue took place 
throughout the century and through the a rtistic efforts of 
many composers. \~ I t is especially interest ing to note t ha.t a s 
these composers experi mented in form and style , they usually 
incorpora t ed only one new element in a work. Bach knew these 
works and picked out the desirable stylistic elements for his 
I 
own use. He f ind these elements 1n his wri ting of pt•elude 
and t occata , 1n certain sequences of entries for fugues , in 
episodal relief from the formerly heavy, involved expositions 
of the fugue and 1n the r e turn of subject entrances after the 
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episodes of a fue;ue. There a r e ln the 17th century beg.!nning 
elements of r.t r ettos, cadenzas~ codettas and pedalpoints, all 
used e ventually in Bach' e g re.e.t preludes and fugu es . Swc,h 
chose from tho successful e z:pe r1 ments of his predecessors , 
end d i scarded the l ess deslr::lble elements. ~ :e can say t hat 
ther e was a formal dependence of Baoh t s wor ks on t he composi-
tions of his gr~at Germa n predecessor s , but it woul a be pre-
sumptuous to point to any . innovat1on tn form and say tha t 
one man was compl e t ely r e sponsible for 1 t . However, the 
va.rious stylistic clements can be attributed to the South or 
North Ger man s chool s and within them to certa in composers 
in a limited way . 
In .... outh Ge r many and Italy the beginnings of the Pre -
lude and Fugue took pla.ce in t he de ve lopment of the ricercar 
and canzona from vocal forms of the 16th century. Ea rly non-
i mitative ri cer cari were used as preludes to vocal motets 
an~ 1n t he early 17th century were named 11 ureludes." As the 
pr~lude developed it maintained its unity in South Oerm~ny , 
but in the North it took on characteristics of t he canzona 
--alterna tion of homo~honic and 1mitat1ve textures in a some-
what fra~~men tary , sectional style. This in turn expanded 
into the multi-sectional tocca t a or prelude and f~gue of the 
North Ger rr:a.ns . The same canzona wh1oh gave tho prelude a 
va riety of textures joined with the i mitative r1cerca r to 
form the fugue . 
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South German fugues of the 17th century appeared as 
individual fughettaa, being little mor~ than series of sub-
jects and answers 1n close succession.. Hhere the earlier 
r1cercar was usually polythernatic, these fughettas were 
based on one theme which was used on the tonic or domina:nt . 
During the time of Pachal bel the tonality • which had been a 
combination of major and minor modes , be came more clearly 
defined . In 1717 the South Ger man composer, J. K. F. Fischer 
ubl1shed a series of short preludes and fugues in a ll of the 
major and minor tonal1.t1es which could be played on the organ 
of tha t period. There was, however, a 11m1tat1on of 20 
playable tona lities, due to the practice o f tuning 1n 11 just 
intonation." 
As far as the use of the different seal e s is concerned , 
Bach was the first great composer to write extensively f or 
the equal-tempered instrument and thus be able to use 
mo1ulations with complete freedom. Both Paohelbal and 
,, Buxtehude were 11m1 t ed by the tuning of their instruments . 
The t abulation of tonalities of 26 works of Pachelbel and JO 
of Buxtehude follows: 
C ma jor 
c minor 
D ma jor 
d minor 
E major 
e minor 
:S-fla t Il'.a jor 
Buxtehude 
4 
0 
2 
4 
2 
l} 
0 
F'achelbal 
5 
1 
1 
5 
0 
2 
2 
r 
F' major 
F-sharp minor 
G major 
g minor 
a minor 
13-fla t major 
Byxtehuge 
6 
2 
4 (all clavier) 
7 
2 
1 
2 
0 
l 
6 
1 
1 
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There are 6 major and 5 minor keys for Buxtehude, and 7 major 
and 5 minor keys for Pachel bel. Both composers also wrote 
in the chunch modes. I t should be remembered that not all 
instrumen ts tuneu in just intonation favored the . rr.e tonali-
ties . 
This 11mi ta.t1on of keys was probably tm influential 
f actor in the development of the fugue in North Germany. In 
orde r to maintain interest in a piece of any leng th, the !~orth 
Germans found that they had to use varied styles and textures 
in writing, s1noe poss1billt1es of extended modulation were 
not yet available. (On the whole, South Ger man preludes and 
fugues were so short' that monotony was not a problem there.) 
In the orth, the fugue resembled the variation-can-
zona of Frescobald1 and capr~ccio of Frober ger in consisting 
of a series of fughettas, some times a ll based on one theme. 
The fugues of Buxtehude bear tho strongest formal resemblance 
to the ca~r1ccio in be inning and end1ng in 4/4 meter and 
including at least one section in J/2 or 12/8 meter. Another 
technique observed 1n F~oberger's capriccio was the 1~~ediate 
comb · .1ng of subject and countersubject a t the first. entrance 
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in a fughetta. \ e find this later in Bach's writing of dou-
ble fugues, notably 1n the C minor fugue which accompanies 
the Passacaglia. 
The technique used by 'Fro berger 1n alternat1ng imi ta-
tivo and non-imitative styles was later manifested greatly 
in the preludes and fugues of Buxtehude, which a r e construct-
ed on this sectional basis. The 1nnuence on Bach which 1s 
usually a ttributed to Buxtehude, therefora, reaches much 
f urther back -- even to South German and I talian composers. 
It man ifests itself in works of Bach such as the Q Minor 
FantiSY or the (•great'? .Q. Na 3or Prelude . 
In the area of the toccata, the Bach Prelude ang 
Fueue .1n C Ma jor ('r aters Vol. II!, p . 62) shows the influence 
of Buxtehude's .5-sect ion toccatas and fugues. The prelude 
has a lternating phrases of 16th-note scales with segments of 
)2nd-notes and pedal solos. The fugue subject is interrupted. 
five times by 8th-rests and uses the inverted .mordent in the 
beginning . ~ F'a.ntas1a .1n G Na l or (Peters, Vol. IV, p. 62ff) 
is of . three large sections, the first being 1n toccata vir-
tuoso st l e , the mi ddl e be1ng slow and hav1ng a sect1on of 
pedal-point for 8 measures, the th1rd part be1ng 1n tocca ta 
style aga1n with a 10-measure pedal-point. This alternation 
of toccata technique with calm prelude style 1s certainly an 
a spect of Buxtehude influence. 
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Since 1t 1s unusual for Baoh to follow a prelude or 
toccata with more than one fugue, I cite these examples as 
further influence passed on by Buxtehude: The li .alor Pre-
lude .a:r.ill. Fugue, which has two fugues separated by a toccata 
interlude . (This work is gi~en in C Major in Peters, Vol. 
III , p. 62ff.} The Bach Prqlude ~ Fugueij .!.JJl. 1• .... fltt,t 
(Peters, Vol~ III, p . lff.) also have the Buxtehude-type 
sectional division , the two fugues being separated by a well-
developed interlude. 
Fischer's cycle of organ preludes and fugues 1n the 
Atiadne mus1cum ~-.Q!lym may have been the 1nsp1rat1on for 
Bach's preludes and fugues of the riell-tempereg Clavier , and 
are noticeably in the style of B~ch's simplest organ preludes 
and fugues. The " E1eht Shott Preludes a;m! Fugueq" a r e possi-
ble examples here , but there 1 s some doubt as to their 
authorship . Fischer and Kerll both wrote in a well -organized 
and closely-knit fugal style which can be seen 1n any of 
Bach ' s fugues . 
Buxtehude and his pupils, Bruhns and B~hm, made use 
of freer modulation to tonalities more distant than dominant 
or subdom1nant , and pas$ed this knowled <l"e on t o Bach. They 
also introduced the exalting posaib111t1~c of virtuoso pedal 
techniques which Each shows especially 1n hie TQccata ln F, 
PreJyde 1n £ , and in the 11 great" Q Majot FUfNe. 
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Throughout the works of both South and North German 
composers between 16~W and 1717 the organ prelude am f ugue 
was deve loped until the many elements and t e chniques were 
brought together to form t he monumental works of J. s . Bach. 
Pachelbel in South Germany and Buxtehude in NQrth Germany 
r epre sent the culminat ion of developments 1n th~ir handling 
of t he pre lude and fugue forms. In turn. they passed on to 
Bach the many developments in compositional technique and 
formal structure ~rhich had taken pla ce in the prelude and 
fugue in the 17th century . 
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APPENDIX A 
Byxtehug~. Bach makes numerous themati c and rhythmic 
a llus:tone to Buxtehude and Pachelbel as well as to othe r 
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compo sers. Subjects and motives wer e common property a mong 
the writers of tr.at e r a , but we find Each using spec1f1o 
themes of h1 ~ predecessors in a, nel-J improved version . 
· The melodic ancl sectional writing 1n the Buxtehude 
~assacaglia 1u D · .1ncn,: is resembl ed by the Bach Passacaglia 
.1n .Q. -:+uol'. The hdag1o section of Buxtehude's #. !·a10 t Fugue 
may havB inspired the simila r passage i n Da ch's Q MalQt 
relugq. Cther exampl es may be seen in thE; following : 
"S; e ~oto..,rtc\\ ... "c· ¢ ... , ..... '"' ~- M,t. ... ') . \a\ .. l-':1, ~c~- ' (),~-t;-
? 1 i '') If v ti i I 1 r I ;-r ct : ; s 1 5 J so \ 3' 
'O""'ite \\-.i\., f'*, .. '- hs 'F, -~•S· \\'Z:: 
&~ CC) r e- J 1 H e:-f ;~c;r \ l'tf 
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, PPENDr < B 
The f ollowin g t able comparing Buxtehude's preludes 
and fugu es 1s t aken from Hans Kl otz, Uqer dte Oxcm1ky.nst 
de r Oot1~ d~£ Rena1ssem2e .liD!! gu Bgrg}S, Kassel, 1934. I 
think it i s especia lly 1nterestin;s and am including it in 
this paper. 
Prclu e~ and Fugu§s 
rronal1t;'( 
c 
g 
e 
g 
E 
a 
d 
f l 
e 
g 
F 
g, 
F 
F 
Strugtyre 
3 
3 
2 
3 
1 
2 
2 
4 
3 
5 
4 
3 
3 
4 
Key to reading thi s chart: 
1 - gr ea t s1 mpl1city as in the old toccatas 
Fugal .tt orm 
de 
ad 
b e 
b e 
a e 
be 
bee 
bee 
be e 
b e 
e 
a c e 
e 
1 26' 
2 - sim1la r simple eonstruct1on, but \•.t1t h moderate imitation, 
modifi ed motive 
3 - pr elude with fu~hettas 
4 - prelude like t he Barock toccata (more contrasting parts) 
5 - fro m over bass ostinato 
a - seve r al fugues 
b - same with chaYlge ~· themes (var1at1on} 
c - same with fina l section 
d - s ame with final section over os t1na to 
e - s ne with tocca t a reci~ati v s e ctions 
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_ FPENDIX C 
The fol lowing is the cl:1spos 1t1on of t he organs a t St. 
Se !ll 1 ' s Church 1n Nt\rnberg , wher e '.Pache1bel was or gani st . 
'l1h ·C1 ~eoond organ ; bu11 t by N'1colau Mander sche1d t. 1657-? 
~anual 
Pr1nz1pa1fl6te 8 ' 
Grobg~dc ckt 8 ' 
Pr1nz1pal 4 ' 
Kl e 1n ·edac.k t 4 ' 
·,u1nte. 2 2/ 3 ' 
.... u J,:.e rok t-=> ve 1' 
Oktave 2 ' 
III 1i t x ture 2' 
? I I Z1mbe1 2 1 
Krummhorn 8 ' 
Pege.A 
Subbass 16' 
V1olone 8 ' 
Poeaune 8 ' 
The main organ in St. Sebal d ' s Church, built 1n 1441 by 
He inri ch Tr axdorf a.nd r ebuilt 1n 1691 by Si gmund Leyser : 
H;auptwer ke 
Pr1nz1pa l 8 ' 
Oc t ava 4' 
~uinta Cymbel I! J ' & 2' 
Rdclmosi t1 v 
Frinzip 1 4 ' 
Grob ged~ckt 8 1 
~uinta cum Octave 3' u 2 ' 
Dulc.i an 8' 
Pedal 
Pr1nz1pal Bass ( t1.n) 16' 
Octav Bass 8 ' 
Q.u1nt )ass J ' 
Sub Bass 16' 
Violon 3ass 8 ' 
Super Oetava u4 Decima 2 1 & 1 • 
Orob Geda.ckt 8 ' 
Super Octave 2' u. 1 ' 
Q.u1ntat~n 8' 
Cymbel II 1' 
